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Critical economic situation in Mrica (continued)

1. Mr. KABANDA (Rwanda) (interpretation from
French): The economic crisis in Africa, which has
been the subject of debate in the General Assembly
for some days now, has been declared to be the most
serious in its history. It is deep-rooted and far
reaching, but, depending on the countries and regions
involved, does not spring from the same causes or
manifest itself in the same ways. Its solution requires
concerted efforts at the national, regional ~nd inter
national levels. By virtue of the interdependence of
the economies of the developed and developing
countries, this crisis could have serious repercussions
on the world economy and, in particular, on the
process of international trade.
2. What is the cause of this crisis? This is a very
complicated question which requires a lengthy, de
tailed reply. The causes are numerous. Some of them,
whether we know about them or not, we do not have
sufficient technical and material means to cope with.
My delegation cannot simplify this problem by
blaming this crisis on Africa's historical past or by
assigning the responsibility for it on any particular
party.
3. My task would be an easy one were I simply to
lay the blame for the fact that Rwanda is land-locked
or lacks natural resources on some country or on our
historical past, but it must be recognized that the
situation is much more complex than that. The
causes of the crisis are structural and relate to the
present situation.
4. It has also been said that the difficulties besetting
the African economy are, for the most part, due to
unsuitable policies or the absence of any structural
reform. Although this is true, it is far from the whole
truth about our problems. Each of our countries
applies the economic policies which it deems most
appropriate to its own social, economic and geo
graphical context. Each Government carries out·
reforms taking into account the needs of the day. In
some cases, for example, agriculture has been mod
ernized and diversified, whereas elsewhere industries
have been revamped; and in other cases distribution
networks have been reorganized OF extended. In
every case an attempt is being made to satisfy the
most urgent needs of the people. I would also
emphasize that in most if not all of the African
countries, the people is the instrument of its C"Nn
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development-although it is sometimes believed by
onlookers that it is the Governments that carry out
this development-even if the role of the Govern
ment is irreplaceable, particularly in planning for
development, providing the necessary funds and
organizing, guiding and training the people.
5. Africa is potentially a rich continent, perhaps
even the richest, but by an irony of fate it is the least
developed. If we are to be realistic and objective, we
must seek the causes of the present economic prob
lems partly in the international economic environ
ment-which, as we all know, is extremely unfavour
able for the developing countries in general-but also
in Africa itself.
6. I do not intend to expatiate on the external
factors; they are too well known to the Assembly for
that to be necessary. Suffice it to indicate some
obstacles and problems which my country, Rwanda,
shares with a number of other African countries. I
have already mentioned its land-locked condition
and its shortage of natural resources, but there are
also the phenomena of desertification and drought.
7. The largest deserts are in Africa, but the Sahara
and the Kalahari are confined to the northern and
southern parts of the continent. However, today
other regions have been affected. I shall not refer
specifically to the Sahel, which will be dealt with this
afternoon by my friend the representative of Niger in
terms both eloquent and moving. Other countries are
now threatened by desertification which is advancing
by 2 million hectares a year. To the extent that it is
man-made, dcsertification can perhaps be controlled,
and African Governments have sounded the alarm
among their peoples. But desertification is also
covered by factors beyond our control, and it is here
that international solidarity should come into play on
seeking a long-term solution.
8. Together with desertification, drought is creating
catastrophic food shortages which often became a
famine situation, such as that which is now, unhappi
ly, to be found in Ethiopia.
9. My country, Rwanda, which was known for the
perpetual green of its vegetation and its networks of
waterways, today is facing an inexplicable phenome
non. The levels of certain rivers are dropping and
some lakes are disappearing. The pattern of rainfall
has completely changed in many parts of Africa.
Where previously it was abundant, rain now falls less
and less frequently or out of season, causing serious
disturbances in the crop cycles. To this we should
add the fact that in certain regions where the land has
been exploited for a long time the soil is exhaust~d
and the yields are decreasing. When this happens in a
small country such as Rwanda, where the demo
graphic growth rate is greater than the growth rate of
production, even the most peaceable peoples have
cause for alarm.
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10. Misfortunes never come singly. This year we 16. There is-no doubt that particular attention is
have seen-in Rwanda a fall in the production of food claimed by· the whole problem of balance of pay-
crops of more than 60 per cent. The Secretary- ments, because a shortage of export earnings creates a
General refers to this in his report [A/39/594]. We chain of concomitant problems, including the crucial
will not say anything about the fall in industrial one of indebtedness. Regarding debt, we were very
output-in . tea, pyret~rum, quinine and coffee, please~ to hea~ the proposals I?ade by the countries
which provIde approxImately 80 per cent of our of Latm Amenca and the Canbbean [see A/39/l18,
foreign currency earnings. annex], which met at the Latin American Economic
11. I have referred to some of our problems, and I C.onference at Quito i~ January 1984 and propo~ed a
would have liked to describe in a few words the dlalog1!e between cred~tors and debtors, both pnvate
efforts which we are making in Rwanda-because and bIlateral or multIlateral.
this is the country I am most familiar with. If those 17. The problems of education and health which
effo~s are. to yi.eld the. expecte4 re~ult~, continued are among the most urgent ones, deserve the greatest
and mt~r:3Ificd l~tematlOn~1 sol!danty IS necessary. possible attention by the international community.
Suffice It to ~ay, m co~nectlOn w.lth the \Jhe!10menon The problem of new and renewable sources of energy
o.f def~restatlOn and wIthout agam mentIonmg deser- is also deserving of special attention, particularly as
tIficatlon, that a ~ew years a~o the Government regards the least developed countries and those
launched a vast natIOn~:~ campaIgn for the reforesta- threatened by the phenomenon of desertification. It
tion of our hills. The last Saturday in October each is necessary to strengthen the machinery of subre-
year is what we call "tree day" and every ~wand8:n gional and regional co-operation and to increase
citizen has t~ plant at least <?n~ tr~e. J:he dlpl?matlc agricultural production capabilities, build up food
corps accredIted to Rwanda Joms m thIS exerCIse and buffer stocks and improve distribution services
we consider this a sign of active solidarity. This .
action, in itself a piecemeal one, has since 1974 been 18. We al~o welcome the proposal m8:de by France
part of a vast operation called umunganda, which in that a specIal fund fo~ Afnc':l be establIshed, as well
our language means the voluntary physical contribu- as the new subst~ntIal.actIOn programme of t~e
tion of each citizen to the collective realization of a Wor.ld Bank to assIst ~f!I~a .. We hope that effec~ WIll
project of common interest. It is through this kind of be gIven to these two mltIatIves anq th~t they.wIll be
oper~tion that Rwanda has been able and can foll~wed by many others, thus making !t possIble for
continue to carry out a certain number of projects, Afn~a to resolve. at least part of ItS p~oblems,
particularly for the protection of its soil. paFtIcularly at a tIme when acc~ss to cre~Its from

_ __ ., pnvate banks has been made partIcularly dIfficult by
12.. 1 telt I ~ad to say th~s because If today we appeal the very onerous conditions imposed on our coun-
for mt~rnatlOI?-al solI.danty we also hav~ to demon- tries. We also welcome the efforts and promises made
strat~ If only m outlIne, that our countnes,. to~, ~re by the European Economic Community.
makmg efforts. When our efforts reach theIr lImIts,
we call upon the solidarity of the international 19. The declaration which is going to be adopted
community, which, it must be acknowledged, has unanimously-we hope-will provide a framework
generally speaking lent an attentive ear to our for action by the international community which will
appeals. It must als~ be recognized that the ad~ice, make it .poss~b~e ~or ~fric':l to overcome the greatest
expertise and matenal and other resources provIded economIC CrISIS m Its hIStOry. As for short-term
within the framework of bilateral or multilateral co- remedies, these are definitely needed in many cases,
operation have been fully utilized by our countri~s, b~t ~e must consider more rad.ical re~~dies, because
even if here and there there have been certam thIS IS a deep-rooted, generalIzed cnSlS.
regrettable omissions.. . . 20. Mr. ORAMAS OLIVA (Cuba) (interpretation
13. When a country I.S underdeveloped, It .IS unde~- from Spanish): I should like to express my satisfac-
developed i.n many dlffere~t ways. ~h8:t. IS why It tion at the inclusion on the agenda of the thirty-ninth
would be dIfficult to establIsh the pnontIes among session of an item on the critical economic and social
t~e needs ~f Africa at the present time. 1;he !neica- situation faced by the African countries. We hope
tIons prOVIded by the Secretary-General. m hIS note that the debate will lead to ideas, proposals and
to the General Assembl~ [A/39/627], ~hICh are ful~y decisions aimed at finding practical short-, mec:ium-
supported by my delegatIOn, are suffiCIent. I take thIS and long-term solutions to that serious situation.
opportunity to e--)ress the gratitude of my Govern- . .
ment to the Secretary-General for his constant atten- 21. We agree .wIth. ~hose who belIeve that the
tion to Rwanda's problems and for the beneficial present economIC cnSlS has structural r0.ots. The
action of the United Nations family of specialized Implacable plunder over almost four c~ntu~es of the
agencies in favour of Africa. most valuable of the resources of Afnca-Its young

. . men and women-to take them elsewhere as slaves
14. We partIcularly welcome w~at has been. done m left an indelible mark on African development. When
the field: by ECA under th~.;.vlse a~d enlIghtened the institution of slavery was abolished on the
l~ade~shlp of Adebayo Ad.edIJ~, who IS a~ the same American continent, the plunder of Africa's re-
time In charge of. the NaIrobI o~ce w~llch, as the sources became more wide-ranging and intensive.
Assembly knows, follo~s on a d:aI1y ~~SIS t~e ~evel- This was at the beginning of the struggle between the
oPll.lent of th~ economIC and social CrISIS which IS the major capitalist Powers of the time to control and
subject of thIS debate. . exploit those natural resources. That process culmi-
15. We are pleased and satisfied by the statements nated in the Berlin Conference of 1884 and the
of a number of countries concerning heartening distribution of the whole continent among the former
initiatives and promises to step up their efforts to colonial Powers. During that period the desire of
help Africa in its present economic crisis. These foreign interests to gain profits was the main reason
initiatives and promises will be followed up either for the presence of the colonialist Powers in those
bilaterally or on a regional or subregional basis. lands, which laid the foundations for the dependence
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and vul~e!ability ",,:hich still affect the economies of future dev~lop their main productive sectors and the
the Afncan countnes. necessary Infrastructure for the appropriate use of
22. Almost a century of colonial domination be- thei~ ~atural res,?urces and the raising of the standard
queathed at the time of independence distorted of hvmg of theIr peoples.
economic structures producing cheap raw materials 27. Here we emphasize the need to follow the path
intended to meet the ileeds of the metropolitan of the just restructuring of international economic
countries, with no thought for the economic and relations so as to find a lasting solution and create
social needs of the African peoples. This has had a conditions that will prevent the recurrence of situa-
profound impact on the levels of economic, technical tions such as that which we are examining today, or
and social development of the continent. at least prevent their effects from being so disastrous.
23. No great strides have been made towards 28. We followed closely the priority treatment given
solving the problems of the distortion of the econo- to the critical situation in Africa by the Economic
mies of most African countries, a task which natural- and Social Council at its second session of 1984. We
ly became the primary objective of the independent have also studied the Secretary-General's report
States of that continent. Despite the efforts that have [A/39/408] on co-operation between the United
been made, the great resistance put up by those that Nat.ion~ and the Southern African Development Co-
bear the major historical responsibility for the pre- ordmatIOn Conference, which was requested by the
sent situation cannot be concealed. That has so far General Assembly in resolution 38/160. In this
prevented the adoption of substantive measures that connection, we support the Lusaka Declaration of
would permit the African countries to create the April 19801 and the political plans reflected in it. We
conditions in which they could attain the increased join in the appeal of the African countries to the
levels of economic development necessary for prog- intern[.~ional community to support implementation
ress on the path to the reconstructuring and diversifi- of the measures outlined in the Lagos Plan of Action2

cation of their economies. and in the Special Memorandum on Africa's Eco-
24. In analysing the economic probl;ms and the nomic and Social Crisis,3 adopted at A~d!s Ababa on
food crisis in Africa we cannot fail to stress the need 28 May .1 984 by ~he. Conferenc~ of Mmlsters of the
to lay the foundations for a definitive solution, which EconomIC CommISSIon for Af~Ica. . .
can be found only through a change in the existing 29.. The programmes and proJec~s :whICh, WIt? the
unjust international economic order, the elimination asslsta~ce of th~ organs and specI~hzed a~encles 9f
of inequitable terms of trade, a guarantee of fair the .UOlted NatI~ns system, ~re bemg car!Ied o~t m
prices for raw material, serious work in accordance vanou~ economIC and SOCIal sectors m Afncan
with the goals of the International Development ~ountne.s are an exa.mple of the efforts. ~f the
Strategy, just treatment of the external debt problems mternatIonal. commuOlty to support. the decIsIon of
and the manifestation of the political will to initiate those countnes to a~hleve economI~ development
global negotiations with a view to establishing the and to mee~ the growlpg needs of theIr p~oples, but
new international economic order. we agree wIth the Afncan countnes that It IS neces-

.. .. . sary to adopt urgent measures at the international
25.. The present mternatIOnal economIC cnSlS has level to support the implementation of the Regional
had ItS wors~ effects on the peoples of the under~ev~l- Plan of Action to Combat the Effects of Drought in
oped countnes an~ has account~d ~or a reductIon m Africa and the Plan of Action to Combat Desertifica-
the rate of economIC growth, WhICh m many cases has tion 4

become negative. The African countries and all the '. . . ..
other countries that are members of the Group of 77 30. Per~llt me to CIte so~e Ideas c<?n!am~~ m the
and the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries have bo,?k entItled The Ec0!Z0mlc o;nd SOClat CrzSIS, of the
spoken of the urgent need to adopt immediate Thlr~ World, by PreSIdent ~Idel Castro, \yhICh .are
economic measures in international relations to partIcularly relevant to the Item we are dlscussmg:
make it possible at least to mitigate this serious "The existence of vast masses of hungry and
situation, which is becoming worse day by day and undernourished people in the world is an affront to
which increasingly affects the development of all-in all mankind. We must find a stable and permanent
particular, those with the most vulnerable economies. solution to this serious problem.
However, onc~ again the corre~ponding polit~cal will "We must fight, with international assistance,
on the other SIde has been lackIng: Nat~ral dIsasters, for the development of plans with the vbjective of
th.e prolonged d~ought an~ ~esertIficatIOn ~ave con- each country's becoming as self-sufficient as possi-
tnb?ted to ma~Clng the CrISIS even worse m sever~l ble in foodstuffs; to create an awareness of the
~fncan countne~, for whose benefit we must mob1- inevitable need, if we wish to defeat rural hunger,
hze resources wIthout further delay. unemployment and underemployment, to bring
26. We hope that our debates here will lead to a about far-reaching socio-economic and structural
greater awareness of the need to make all the changes, such as agrarian reform, to make possible
necessa:'Y efforts in order to alleviate the critical the adoption of better forms of agricultural produc-
situation in many African countries and give them tion; a.nd to promote, also with intel1}ational c~-
mor~ effective assistance. What is needed in particu- oper~tIOn, programt;nes to combat erOSIon, desert~-
lar IS emergency aid-food supplies and technical ficatIOn, . deforestatI9n and ot.her forms of soIl
resources and the transport to get them to the ?egradatIOn, protectmg th~ malO sources of water
populations concerned-to meet the immediate re- m each country and creatmg new reserves by the
quirements of the situation, for tens of thousands of use of dams and other means."
hum~ll beings, mainly c~i~dren, a~e dying in that 3~ . .I wish.to.assu!e the Assembly tha~ our country,
contment, and several mIllIon are m danger of the wIthm the hmIt of Its modest means, wIll continue to
~ame fate. However, .~e.must also attach the greatest accord assistance to the brother peoples of Africa and
Importance to mobIlIzmg resources to create the will associate itself with the efforts of the internation-
economic base, so that the African countries may in al community to bring about a true climate of
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international co-operation which permits effective 37. Thus the real key to development is still agricul-
action to ensure the survival of millions of human ture. That is why in the Ivory Coast we have made
beings in that continent. the farmer the real hero of the development battle,

. . for in the final analysis it is on him that our
32. Mr. ESSY qvory. Coast) (mterpret~tlOn from economic development depends. The awarding of a
French~: The prolIferatIon today of speclf!c reports national progress trophy each year by the head of
or .Afnca ~repared by t~e yano~s agencH:s of the State to the best farmer, selected by a national
United NatIon~ system w!thln theIr respec~Ive ~reas committee on the basis ofpredetermined criteria, is a
of c~mpete~ce IS a reflect~on of the deep dls9ule~ of telling illustration of how we see the fundamental
the Intern~tIOnalcommumty over the grave sItuatIon and catalytic role of agriculture in the struggle for
of t~e Afncan economy. The Secretary-Gen~ral,w.ho development and the consolidation of our indepen-
has InIL~~ed no less than a crus~de, first In Afr.lca dence two factors we regard as going hand in hand.
and then In the developed cou:ptnes, on the speCIfic '. .. .
problems of Africa, has succeeded in alerting the 38. The que.stIot} of self-sufficlenc~m.food, ~hlch
international community, which today has discov- everyone realIzes Is.absolutely.essentIal, IS no.t s~m'ply
ered with dismay the extent of the terrible poverty a matter ofcom~atmgstarvatIOn. As we see It~ It IS a
suffered by Africa. For some States, even harder hit mat~erofbalancmg ext~rnal accou!1ts,.developm~ t~e
by natural calamities the problem is a question no tern~ory and controllIng urbamzatIon;. bu:t It IS
longer of development but rather one of survival, for pa~I~ula~ly a matter of further consolI~a~mg our
in order to develop it is necessary first to exist. p~lItlcal Independence, to ~he exte!1t that It IS recog-

... . nlzed that a country that IS starVIng can hardly be
33. The world IS dlscovenng today somethmg either peaceful or independent.
which we Africans foresaw years ago, not simply
through instinct but because of the facts and the daily 39. T~e excellent rep~rts of the Secretary-qeneral,
realities of our struggle for development. An African the vanous. statements m the Second Co.mmlttee ~y
proverb says quite aptly: "You cannot see sweat on t~e ExecutIye Secretary o~ the Economic Com!TIls-
the face of a man who is labouring in the rain." ~,Ion for AfrIca a1?-d !he speCific study by ECA entI~led
Obviously in this particular case "rain" should be E~A. and AfrIca s. Develol?~ent 1983-2008. A
construed to mean the deluge of problems, namely, prelImInary perspectIve study, as well as the t~ree
those of debt, exchange rates, deterioration of the repo~s of the World ~ank on sub-Sah~rCl;n AfrIca,
terms of trade interest rates and so on. prOVIde us not onlr With complete statIstIcs ~n all

, sectors of the Afncan economy but also With a
34. Quite apart from temporary causes such as, for detailed analysis of the causes of the difficulties and ! .
example, drought, it is difficult to see how our the long-term problems, as well as proposals for Cj
countries can end their underdevelopment if they are reforms and measures to cope with the present
not fairly recompensed for their efforts to achieve situation. 4~

agricultural and industrial development. How c~n 40. The figures given in these reports, whether in its
they ~ay ~ack the loans they have ta~en out ~o bUIld reference to the evolution of prices of raw materials, qu
factones If the output of those ~ac~orIes contInues to trade, industry or the net flow of capital towards eft
be refused or has extremely. 1I~lt~d access to ~he Africa, are all rather significant and lead to the same as:
m.'1rkets of the lender countnes. Smce our workmg conclusion, one shared by all who have spoken before mi
~r..d development budgets are supported by our me: that we must take specific, urgent steps to face tie
export earnmgs and from. year to year the pnces of the alarming situation which exists and that a series Se
coffee, coco~, copper and Iron, to name but a few,.are of substantial actions must be taken at the interna- Sp
fallIng steadIly, whereas from year to year. the p!ICeS tional level to attack the structural problems by [Sf
of a ~up of coffee, a chocolate bar and ~n Iron gIr~er carrying out specific programmes of action at differ- co
are nSlt.tg.raP.ldly, how are our countrIes to ~ervlce ent levels to resolve long-term problems, as is clear clt
even e~{lstmg mv~stments, w~en they have no Idea C?f from experience acquired in preceding decades of co- Af
the pnces at WhICh t~ey wIll be able to sell theIr operation. ha
products, even assummg that they find customers? . . de
How can they envisage modernizing their methods of 41. We ~elcom~ the senes. of emergency actions be
production if they do not know what their money will launched In varIo?s areas. m order to face ~he en
be worth, what interest rates will be, or what profit pro~lem of the famm~ resultmg from drou&ht, ~hI~h re~
they will make? has Just b~en the subject of a ~ebate culmmatmg. In 47

. the adoptIon of an approprIate draft resolutIon
35. The b~ckground of the 'problem c~ncernmg us [A/C.2/39/L.54] in the Second Committee. We hope co
at pres~nt IS the poverty WhICh be~an 1!1 the 1970s that within the framework of co-operation the food thl
and w~Ich ha~ n~w become. generalIzed.masmuch as problem will henceforth receive the high priority it of
~ll the IndustnalIzed countnes, whether m the East. or deserves in the agricultural sector and that the an
m .the West, have always ~efused to pay re~uneratIve development of food crops and agricultural research be
pr~ces for our raw materIals, whether agncultural or will constitute the mainstays of all strategies for the dil
mIneral. The first factor of poverty to a large extent economic development of Africa and consequently SOl
proceeds from that unequal exchange. receive the appropriate financing they need. Cft

an
36. We in th·' J.vory Coast know that the develop- 42. The lesson which we must learn from the tra
ment of our States depends above all upon agricul- present world economic crisis, with its particularly of
ture. After all, the history of our economic relations tragic consequences for Africa, is that in context of th,
has taught us that it was through agriculture that the economic relations we must establish a dialogue sh(
industrialized countries of today were able to lay the based on solidarity, because the solution to our no
greater part of the foundations for their development. present problems can only be the result of joint pel

It was the financial surplus provided by a~riculture North-South efforts. Increased exports by the indus- > th,
which made possible the financing of the mdustrial trialized countries are inconceivable without growth ~Il an
infrastructure. in the developing countries, and at the same time thp
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J1'owth of the third world is linked with the access of of billions of dollars. on the arms race and other
Its goods to the markets of the developed countries. means of destruction.
43. The success of the undertaking which we are 48. The reduction in per capita income of certain
discussing today quite obviously implies that we African countries and peoples has reached its lowest
must continue and increase international aid. De- level ever because of the increase in unemployment,
spite the present difficult situation, the reports of the growth of the foreign debt and the stagnation of
financial institutions have acknowledged the substan- exports. All this is a fait accompli and makes it
tial efforts made by Mrican States for some years necessary for the donor countries to furnish further
now in carrying out the structural adjustment pro- material and financial assistance without delay. The
grammes necessary for the revival of production. In two sides have no choice but to work together
the light of these efforts we are entitled to expect the effectively to prevent further exacerbation of the
firm support of the international community in the critical economic situation in Mrica and make it
form of appropriate, stable assistance. possible for the peoples and the countries ofAfrica to

.. . . achieve their legitimate aspirations to establish a
44.. We are .1Ivlng m a ~orld of VIOlence and firm structure of collective development so that that
anxiety. The disastrous eXl?en.ences of the past led to great continent may deserve to be called the bread-
enslayement an'! the mut}latIon !lf the human pe~- basket of the world.
(,onalIty. We belIeve that m the lIght of past expen- .
ence we can now make an effort to avoid those errors 4? "fhe ~ulta~ate of O~an, which. ha~ age-~ld
and make it possible for Africa, with its acknowl- hlstoncal ties WIth. most Afnc~n countnes, In.partlc-
edged enormous potential, to bring to the world ular the E~st Mr~can. c~untnes, and an aXIom of
through its development the benefits of its age-old ~hose foreIgn. polIcy It IS to streng~hen thos~ rela-
wisdom and give it new reason to believe in the tIons With Afnca, has always apprecIated the I~por-
durability and greatness of the human race. tange o.f :support for all the peoples .and countne~ of

.. Afnca In all forums and fields, partIcularly at a tIme
4? Mr: IJZOON (Oman) (znterpretatzon from Ara- like the present when they are facing difficult natural
hzc): It ~Ives me pleasure to express, on .be;half of the and economic conditions.
delegatIon of my country, our appreCIatIon of the . .
General Assembly's decision, at the request of the 50. qman, lIke. ItS brother me~bers.of the. Co-
Economic and Social Council, to include this item on operation CouncIl ~f Ar~b Gulf States, IS c0!1vmced
the agenda ofthe present session and to consider it in of t~e need to ~tnve smcerely a~d effectIv.ely. to
the plenary Assembly. prOVIde all the aI~ demanded by ItS hl;lmanltanan

duty to our Afncan brothers and fnends, both
Mr. Dramas Oliva (Cuba), Vice-President, took the bilaterally and multilaterally, directly and indirectly.

Chair. The establishment of the programme of the Gulf
46. The interest shown by the United Nations and Sta~e~ .in s~pport of Un!ted ~ations developm~nt
its subsidiary organs and by Member States in this actiVIties WIll be a practical sIgn of our good wIll.
question shows clear recognition of the need for 51. We quite agree with the choices of the African
effective international co-operation and solidarity in States as reflected in the Lame Convention and the
assisting the African peoples which have suffered for Lagos Plail of Action, just as we associate ourselves
many years from both natural and economic difficul- with the comments of the Secretary-General, who, at
ties. These harsh difficulties are referred to by the the end of the note already referred to, said that at a
Secretary-General in his note [A/39/627] and by his time when the African States were determined to
Special Representative in his analysis of the situation shoulder the responsibility for their own destiny the
[see A/39/594] after having VIsited the African African peoples had need of all of us because "their
countries concerned. These documents describe trials are ours too and it is together that we shall
clearly the current critical economic situation in overcome them".
Africa, that immense and imp~rt~ntcontinent.which 52. Mr. ALBORNOZ (Ecuador) (interpretation
has always played. such a slgD1fic~nt role m ~he from Spanish): The serious situation -existing among
development, survIval and well-beIng of mankmd the brother countries of the African continent is of
because of its privileged geographical position, its concern to us in Ecuador as it is of concern to all of
enormous .area, i~s hist?ry a~d its many natural Latin America. To the hard circumstances brought
resources, In partIcular Its agncultural resources. about by the world-wide inflation and the prevailing
47. Unfortunately, there are signs of pessimism and crisis, we must no~ add serious scourges of !1atur~,
concern regarding the present economic situation in such as drought In some cases, and floodmgs m
the north, the south, the east, the west and the center othe~s. The disturbi~g result of all of this is ~he
of Africa, and the problems caused by desertification contmuous and growmg advance of the desert whl~h
and drought are increasing year by year. To this must detracts from arable .land and from means of subsls-
be added declining production of food crops and tence for human bemgs.
diminishing water, energy, natural and other re- 53. We have studied with great interest the Secre-
sources in most of the African continent. The in- tary-General's report [A/39/594], which mentions the
creasing number of refugees and displaced persons recent decision of the Economic and Social Council
and the emergence of problems connected with the to request the General Assembly to include the item
transport, storage, distribution and declining volume of the serious economic situation in Africa in its
of foreign aid should also be mentioned, as should deliberations, as it reviews the emer~ency situation
the considerable increase in the foreign debt and the and the activities for the rehabilitatIon and recon-
shortage of foreign investment. At a time when we struction of the countries affected by drought, which
note with profound regret the death of a number of depend on food aid. This interest is based not only

. people ofsome African States from hunger, thirst and on the natural feeling of brotherhood among coun-
11 the lack of medical care, we also see increasing tries of the developing world, but also on the fact that

~"::::ingto the com:t~::to S:~:::~,,=an~ better the_tr:~e~~ of Africa at a timp
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when our country, Ecuador, has suffered from African countries, is in the area of South-South
scourges of nature which, together with the world- services, and of course also in the action of technical
wide crisis, have resulted in a considerable reduction co-operation among developing countries, a new
in crops for human consumption and for export. dimension which is not merely an ideal but which is
54. That is why we have also studied with alarm the broadly operative.
analysis by the Economic and Social Council of the 62. But the scope of the problem of the African
situation in 36 countries of Africa and the clear peoples is such that all of this is not sufficient. In the
mention of disquieting problems, such as the lack of world in which we live, however, resources exist
food and water for human and animal consumption, which could assist the world community in facing the
serious livestock losses, the impact of this on the African crisis, if we took seriously and with political
costs of transport, storage and distribution of avail- responsibility the wish ofpeoples to divert funds now
able food, the diseases brought about by scarcities, being devoted to an arms buildup to purposes of
population displacements, currents of migration of development. To attain this goal-and it can no
refugees, and unemployment iil general. longer be postponed-the reactivation of world de-
55. Furthermore, we see what the impact on nation- velopment should begin with Africa.
al economies is of the growing external debt of the 63. In view of the above, we wish to express the
African region, which has exceeded the level of $150 solidarity of the people and Government of Ecuador
billion, in addition to the deterioration in trade and with the peoples and Governments of Africa in this
increase in interest rates, destruction of the vegeta- time of serious crisis when their economies must be
tion cover and the depletion of the subsurface reactivated, as clearly stated in the Secretary-Gener-
aquifers. Together with this we have the reckless aI's thorough analysis of the situation. We must all do
destruction of forests, the population explosion, poor more than we have done so far, and those who are
health conditions. malnutrition and insufficient ener- able should provide more resources in order to
gy, shelter and clothing. restore the world balance, beginning with the most
56. The documents which we have been receiving affected area, Africa. The Governments of the major
from the Secretary-General on special situations in industrialized countries and the international lending
African countries, about cases which deserve urgent institutions, which have begun to act in this area,
attention, have revealed in greater detail the serious- must show greater decisiveness and arrive at more
ness of the African problem in general. The formula- concrete results. This debate could be the necessary
tion by Governments of specific action projects on spur to reach that end.
water supply and on economic recovery in general 64. We have heard many encouraging voices,
has placed the problem in a technical framework and among them the expressions of resolve of the African
in feasible processes, if adequate financing can be countries themselves to do everything within their
obtained and if urgent action is taken. means, despite their limited resources. The areas of
57. The situation in Africa has tested the service priority for international action, pointed out by the
capacity of world organizations, as well as that of Secretary-General in his note [A/39/627], are clearly
development programmes, lending institutions and expressed. The path to action has been shown; the
private organizations. Also, it has tested the efficacy task is difficult but not impossible. The only thing 'i
of bilateral humanitarian assistance, which has been lacking is the political will necessary to turn purposes t
significant in many cases but which as a whole has into reality. In such a case the members of the r
fallen short. international community will be complying with 1J
58. Ecuador has supported all actions recommend- their commitment under the Charter of the United v
ed to assist the African peoples in facing the serious Nations in serving, at their hour of greatest need, our c
problem in the Economic and Social Council, as well brothers in Africa. t:
as through UNDP and WFP. We have also encour- 65. Mr. CHARLES (Haiti) (interpretation from g
aged the activities ofUNFPA, whose positive work is French): I should like to avail myself of the opportu- r
considerable and is viable in the context of African nity provided by the debate to testify to the solidarity 11
problems. of my country with Africa, which is so deeply I;
59. It has been encouraging to note the capacity of committed to a relentless struggle for its develop- I:
many African Governments to respond to the chal- ment. We Haitians have always regarded Africa as v
lenge of the crisis. They have had to increase their the land our origin, with which Haiti will always be 11
staff of skilled manpower and to generate additional linked by race, culture, traditions and shared suffer- t.
resources for the public sector for purposes of social ing. But today, as the world becomes ever smaller, a
action. They have also had to tailor their planning Africa and Haiti are once again side by side, both ']
and development goals to the exceptional circum- motivated by an equal need for development in order p
stances brought about by crisis, drought, desertifica- to improve the living conditions of their communi- e
tion and hunger. ties. This solidarity is rooted in history, but at the t:
60. In that regard the work of the Resident Co- same time it is in the very nature of things. k
ordinators, the Resident Representatives of UNDP, 66. As in the case of Africa, it is in an atmosphere
has been notably timely and useful. They have been of serious natural restraints-soil, climate, the pres- ~
able to mobilize the entire United Nations system in sure of demographic growth, the consequent reduc- d
concrete programmes of rehabilitation in the field. tion of resources, inadequacy of output, lack of c
The operations of UNDRO have been tested in foreign currency and budgetary deficits-that my p
emergency programmes and in the response to the country is pursuing its own development efforts. a
blows of nature. For such disasters it was created. 67. During the last 10 years Haiti has developed its tl
61. One aspect of work which is on the increase is infrastructure considerably, particularly its roads and b
the expansion of food storage facilities in remote telecommunications. It has produced a flourishing b
rural areas. Another aspect on which we are ready to small-industry sector and improved the management c
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done in developing human resources, and also in large measure to the .exemplary way in which the
agriculture, where output is inadequate to meet both President is conducting our work.
a sati~factory ~xport thre~hold and at the same time a 73. Mr. KNIPPING VICTORIA (Dominican Re-
steadIly ~owlng domes!lc need for consumer foo~- public) (interpretation from Spanish): International
stuffs. With the c?mbmed affect of the drop In life today presents a series of contradictions that are
volpme an4 often In value of ~XP?l}s, the sh~re of difficult to understand. We thus see that, while what
agncultpre In total exports has diminished conslde.ra- might be termed incredible progress has been made
bly, which has served only to aggravat~ the earnmg in the sphere of science and technology transport
~ap b~twe~n town and c~untry, provoking an alarm- and communications, industry and spac~ research,
mg mIgration from the Inner part of the country to medicine and health and so on, at the same time
the coastal towns and recently even beyond our situations arise of such disconcerting nature that they
borders. necessarily lead us to think that something is not
68. Judging by the Lagos Plan ofAction, the Special ~orking well in the present structure of the interna-
Memorandum on Africa's Economic and Social tlOnal order.
Crisis adopted by the ECA Conference of Ministers, 74. These contrasts, which can be seen at all levels,
and the World Bank IMF joint programme of action can be ob',erved more clearly in the ever-widening
for the sustained development of sub-Saharan Africa, gulf between rich countries and developing countries,
it appears that it is not only the symptoms in this despite such scientific and material progress and
crisis which are common to Africa and Haiti, but also especially in the threat of the spectre of hunger to
to a large extent the causes, the effects and the many millions of people. These contrasts, which
remedies. sometimes come to our attention, are reaching tragic
69. In both cases it should be observed that the and alarming ~ l?portions. . . .
prospects for growth are very unpromising, as indi- 75. T1?-e Dominican R~pubh~ IS a d~velopmg couJ.l-
cated by the continuous decline in the level of per try whl~h at ,?-!esent IS fa~mg senous ecc:>nomlc
capita income, a constant deterioration in the exter- difficultIes. Its liove~me~t IS firmly determIned to
nal payments position, unremunerative prices for overcome them ~md IS. tak!ng tJIe necessary st~ps .to
commodities and the unceasing growth of protection- that end: J?espIte thIS SituatIon, and despite ItS
ism, which can only hamper the success of any efforts cu.rrent hmlta~lons, my G?vemment copld !lot let
to carry out the kind of structural adjustments to thl~ o~port~mty go by Without expresslI?-g ItS full
which an ever-growing number of developing coun- sO~ldanty With and.support fo~ the Intenslv~ efforts
tries have committed themselves. It is clear that the bemg made by Afncan cOl;lntf!es t~ face thiS enor-
liberalization ofworld trade, as well as a wider access mous and senous economic SituatIon.
by developing countries to :iources of public financ- 76. However, despite the extraordinary efforts
ing, will be fully effective only if they are accompa- made by the African countries themselves, because of
nied by a noticeable improvement in national poli- the magnitude and seriousness of the crisis those
cies. efforts have not been sufficient. Indeed, in the
70. It is therefore a supporting role which falls to Secretary-General's report [A/39/594] we can see that

the situation throughout Africa is truly alarming.
the international community. Nevertheless, such a There is a real emergency in that continent, mainly
role is by no means unimportant. While a compre- taking the form of a persistent drou~t which has led
hensive analysis of the respective strengths and to the deterioration and loss of agncultural soil, the
weaknesses ofour economies, the rational ordering of destruction of the vegetation cover, desertification of
our priorities, the defining of necessary support pastureland, depletion ofgroundwater, deforestation,
policies, the establishment of investment pro- massive displacement of populations and distortion
grammes and the choice of projects themselves of the ecological system.
remain the prerogative of our Governments, it is

I none the less true that the guarantee of adequate and 77. All of these factors have had an impact on
I lasting external financing to carry them out is an certain social problems, such as food, agriculture,
I indispensable factor. Likewise an appropriate frame- transport, energy, nutrition, water and others which
i work is desirable if there is to be a sustained dialogue are equally important for the survival of mankind.

/

1, in order to ensure that the results are kept in line with To this distressing picture must be added the fall in
the targets while constantly adapting the means prices for export commodities, the growing protec-

I' available. tionism of the industrialized countries, the enormous
burden of the external debt and increases in interest

I' 71. It is in a combination of national development rates.

I
,":,.'.' policies and an international environment with great- 78. The combination of natural disasters and an
. er focus on its long-term ambitions than on its unfavourable international economic situation has

I; transitory concerns that, as I see it, we can find the worsened the African crisis, with manifestations at
I ' key to success. all economic and social levels in the African conti-
I' 72. The debate and the consensus which seems tQ nent.

1
1: have emerged from what has been said by the 79. The Secretary-General's report also shows that
I: developed and developing countries appear to indi- the international community and the Ur~ited Nations
i ! cate that the specific dimensions of the African system are at present lending generous assistance to
I t problem are well known to everyone, but that over African countries in meeting this critical situation.
Ii and above the case of Africa what is quite evident is To ensure the effective application of the aid re-

lithegrowing need for fundamental rethinking about a ceived, there must be fluid co-ordination between the
[ ':!',: better balanced structuring of economic relations African Governments themselves, the donor coun-
I between nations in today's world. We are entitled to tries and the international organizations. Here we
I: congratulate ourselves on the fact that the debate is must highlight the valuable contribution made in this

~c:t:.::.:-:~:e::.n:::::::::-::ajd::g:::S~:der:evel0pment by FAO. WHO
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WFP, UNICEF, UNDP and other specialized organs quently, Honduras cannot remain indifferent to
of the United Nations. the seriousness and urgency, indeed the tragedy, of
80. Nevertheless, as pointed out in the Secretary- the situation in Afr~ca..That. is why tod~y we
General's report, the situation in Africa continues to express our deep solIdanty wIth that contInent.
be precarious. There is a need for more co-ordinated 85. Nor can Honduras remain indifferent to this
efforts, not only to resolve current emergency needs, debate, because we would not wish non-participation
but also to formulate coherent programmes of reha- in it to be interpreted to mean that we have any
bilitation and social development. In this extraordi- reservations-the kind of reservations that some
nary long-term effort, African Governments will think are shown when co-operation is directed
present and devise the necessary projects and pro- towards one or another of the various regions of the
grammes in accordance, with their own legitimate world. We have never shared that opinion, because
national interests, which must be coupled with we feel that it tends to weaken solidarity among the
sufficient support by the international community. It developing countries and because we have seen that
is also necessary for the developed countries to direct this opinion results in the limitation of the effective
their actions in accordance with a new philosophical use of the potential for co-operation that should be
concept of international co-operation. made available to all.
81. The present crisis is a tremendous challenge for 86. It should be recalled that a few years ago the
the international community, since it is of such United Nations entrusted certain high-level interna-
alarming scope that it could strain the capacity of the tional personalities with the undertaking of a broad
international community to respond. My delegation study on the world economy. One of the objectives
therefore believes that this debate should lead to a was to ascertain whether the disparity of 10 to 1
clear expression of political will and a clear commit- between the income level of the developed countries
ment to come to the aid ofAfrica. It must result in an and that of the developing countries could be re-
effective plan of action, of concrete measures aimed duced by half before the year 2000, based on known
at the economic and social development of the resources. Those personalities reached the conclusion
African peoples. Through these measures, in addition that that was possible technologically speaking, with-
to promoting social progress and raising the standard out doing any serious damage to the environment,
of living withil~ a broader concept of human solidari- and they pointed out that the major obstacles to
ty, we would al!;o be lending invaluable service to the sustained economic growth and accelerated develop-
cause of peace, since we must understand that peace ment were political, social and institutional in na-
is not only the absence ofwar but also the outcome of ture. Subsequent studies have also confirmed that
international social justice. such growth depends largely on the economic possi-
82. The delegation of the Dominican Republic bilities of the industrialized countries.
wishes to reiterate its solidarity with the brother 87. This shows that the international community,
peoples of Africa and to state that it stands ready to and in particular the developed countries and the
co-operate actively so that the Assembly may arrive international financial institutions, must immediate-
at appropriate formulas to help resolve the present ly give urgent, concrete and effective support to the
crisis. efforts of the African countries to solve the short-,
83. Mr. HERRERA CACERES (Honduras) (inter- medium- ~md lon~-ten~ multise~toral pro~lems. ~hat
pretation from Spanish): The inclusion in the agenda would be In keepmg WIth an enlIghtened mte~atIon-
and discussion of the item on the critical economic a.l approac~ .to world developm~nt b.as~d on mterna-
situation in Africa reflects the serious economic and bonal stabI1~ty. In that .perspectI~e, It IS to be hOl?ed
social difficulties now faced by our African brothers, tha~ there wI1! ~e the wI!1 and actIOn for co-operat~on
made worse by natural and human phenomena, and whIch ~s a mInImUm WIll ~~sure to other developmg
stresses the urgent need for concrete measures by the couI}tnes as well the addItIonal support needed to
international community in support of actions un- attaIn an ~nnual average.growth rate of 7 per cent, as
dertaken internally by those countries in seeking a proposed In the InternatIOnal Development Strategy.
solution to their difficulties. In view of this situation, 88. Hence Honduras believes the concrete support
Honduras takes part in this debate because it cannot, that should be given as soon as possible to our
nor should it, remain indifferent to it. African brothers is support for global economic
84. Honduras cannot remain indifferent to the equality and, above all, for hl:lm'!n well-being-~nd
serious concerns which today afflict our brothers in no one should have any hesItatIOn or uncertamty
the African continent because we know the disestrous about the need for that.
impact of the present crisis on its socio-economic 89. We have heard and read with special attention
structures. It is the case in many developing coun- previous statements made on this item; we have also
tries. We know this because Honduras is one of the analysed the diagnoses and the warnings about the
least developed countries in Latin America and is dangers that could lead to even greater problems in
part of a subregion where economic adversity has the African economy. On 31 August this year, there
been joined by political adversity. In this respect were 36 African countries in a situation of emergen-
ECLA stated, in a study made this year: cy, of which 27 have been identified by the FAO-

"Central America offers a tragic picture attribut- WFP group as havi~g extraordinary food deficits.
able to the depth of the economic crisis, to which A~d. the tenth meetm~ of the ~CA Conference of
must be added, as is specifically the case in Latin MmIsters, held .at AddIS ~baba m ~~y 1984, stated
America, a serious political crisis. Between 13 and that the other nme countrIes were VIctIms of drought.
23 years of material well-being have been lost. 90. Faced with that picture, we can only associate
Perhaps even more serious is the fact that indica- ourselves with those who have called for action
tors of internal savings and investment have fallen instead of words. We would remind all the developed i:
~y half in only six y~ars, thus seriously jeopardiz- and the developing States which c~erish the commit- I!
l~iliefu~remp~rtYfurdeVclopmeM~~~.men:~~dund~t~I~~.nt~ ~
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Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and under the be re-oriented, in consultation with the African
Universal Declaration of Human Rights that "the Governments, to serve the priority areas identified.
ideal of free human beings enjoying freedom from 96. In brief, we concur with the Secretary-General
fear and want can only be achieved if conditions are when he says:
created whereby everyone may enjoy his economic, "The time has come to move from words to deeds
social and cultural rights, as well as his civil and ti . . .
political rights" [see resolution 2200A (XXI), annex, . .. the peoples of A nca need us: theIr tnals
preamble]. Let us also recall that, under the Cove- are ours too and it is together that we shall
nant, each State party to it undertook to overcome them." [See A/39/627, para. 19.]

97. In view of the above, we support the adoption
"take steps, individually and through international by consensus of the draft declaration on the critical
assistance and co-operation, especially economic economic situation in Africa, which joins as the
and technical, to the maximum of its available fundamental ingredient, the major responsibility that
resources, with a view to achieving progressively each country bears in the fight for its own develop-
the full realization of the rights recognized in the ment and the appeal for complementary contribu-
present Covenant by all appropriate means, includ·· tions which the international community can make
ing particularly the adoption of legislative meas- towards that goal.
ures". [Ibid., Part 11, art. 2, para. 1.] 98. Mr. WASIUDDIN (Bangladesh). The catastro-

91. Let us recall, moreover, that even when interna- phe which has befallen nearly 200 million people in
tional co-operation is based on free consent, the 36 countries in Africa, particularly in the Sahel and
essential importance of such co-operation is recog- the Horn of Africa, has aroused global concern and
nized as being the enjoyment by human beings of a sympathy. We have read with serious concern dis-
decent standard of living, of protection against patches from Africa published in various newspapers
hunger, of education and of physical and mental here. The New York Times of 4 November 1984
health. Thus, the co-operation that Africa requires carried a paragraph which read:
must go hand in hand with the efforts to ensure the "Acute famine is killing people in unknown
implementation of human rights, already enshrined numbers not only in Ethiopia in the east, whose
universally. plight is receiving worldwide attention and there-
92. Several delegations from developed and devel- fore a measure of relief. With far less heed being
oping countries have referred to their bilateral co- paid to their distress, people are also dying in
operation with some African countries. We should Chad, in the center of the continent, and in
like to see such co-operation, as well as that of Mozambique in the southeast. Pockets of famine
international organizations, intensified as part of a are also thought to exist in Rwanda, Zambia and
scheme of concerted action within a strategy that Angola, but information channels from Africa are
would prevail over unilateral, haphazard measures- feeble, and the truth may never be known."
without, of course, prejudicing the emergency assis- 99. This realization of the acuteness of the crisis,
tance that is required. the regrettable slowness of which allowed an enor-
93. Honduras, within the context of co-operation mous loss in terms of human suffering, has by now
with the developing countries, also seeks possibilities developed into a consensus for meeting the desperate

immediate needs of these countries. It is to be noted
of triangular co-operation with the States that are that individual donor countries have increased their
parties to the Lome Convention and, to that end, C':' C': •

intends to take and encourage initiatives within the lood aSSIstance and that pledged lood aId covers
almost 90 per cent of the emergency requirements.

framework of the new structure of economic dialogue My delegation welcomes this but wishes to stress the
between Central America and the European Commu- equally if not more important aspect of disbursement
nities-a structure established on 29 September this and distribution. The logistical complexity of getting
year during the ministerial meeting at San Jose, emergency aid to the needy in time can hardly be
Costa Rica. Honduras joins in the decision for· .
multilateral co-operation for the benefit of all the over-emphaSIzed. It is also important to bear in mmd
African countries, and wishes to ensure viable meth- that considering the lingering drought, this emergen-
ods of bilateral co-operation based on trade ex- cy is likely to intensify in the coming months. The
changes and on experience in the production and report of the Secretary-General [A/39/594] under-
marketing of commodities and in basic training for lines the fact that greater efforts will be required
development. during 1984 and 1985. It is imperative that this

should be borne in mind in responding to the
94. In view of all that, our delegation reaffirms its emergency needs in Africa.
solidarity with brother African countries and con- 100. The crisis in Africa has not been a sudden
firms the part of the ministerial declaration of the development; it has been building for years. Nor is it
Group of 77 of 28 September [A/39/536, annex], the consequence of only drought and desertification.
which urged the international community, and par- On the contrary, in a situation of adversity encom-
ticularly the developed countries and the internation- passing major aspects of the economies of these
al financial institutions, to adopt and implement countries, the natural phenomenon of drought dealt
concrete, effective measures to support the efforts of the final blow.
the African countries. 101. In many of these countries, agricultural pro-

" 95. To that end, we welcome the proposals for the duction witnes::,ed a consistent decline, and their per
: establishment of a functional group to formulate an capita food output fell at an average rate of 0.9 per
'Ill : effective and co-ordinated plan of action and to take cent during the entire period of 1967 to 1982. The

immediate measures in response to the priorities of Secretary-General's report points out that for the
i : the present crisis in Africa, especially in the sub- region as a whole the per capita value-added produc-

0

• 1i " , Saharan region. We also share the conviction that the tion in agriculture declined by more than 1.5 per cent
: resources allocated to programmes in Africa should per annum. I may recall here that not long ago, Africa
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was a food surplus continent, and the experts calcu- ment Committee has endorsed a joint programme of
late that most of~hese countries hav.e the potential to actio~. The.se are welcome moves, but considering
feed at least theIr present populatIOn. the dImensIOn of the problem, they can hardly be
102. The negative agricultural export performance, adequate unless eff~ctive I!1easures are taken to meet
a consequence of the setback in agricultural produc- th~ problems affectln~ major segments of the econo-
tion, requires increased food imports. Real export mles of these countnes.
earnings from crops and livestock declined by 2 per 108. We whole-heartedly endorse the draft declara-
cent per annum in the 1970s. The fall in commodity tion on the critical economic situation in Africa
prices dealt a severe blow to the economies of these which is being presented for adoption by the Assem-
countries. All of their principal commodities--cof- bly. In doing so, we should like to stress the
fee, cocoa and copper, to name a few-suffered a comprehensive nature of the action to be undertaken
consistent decline. The purchasing power of the by quoting from the report of the Secretary-General:
Afri~a!1 countries from exporting agricultural c~m- "It will now be necessary to move forward from
modItIes has.decreased by.about 40 per cent SInce reflection to concrete action. In this transition
1.973..The pnce of copper IS now lower than at any Africa should not stand alone: its economy is still
tIme In nearly 40 years. too fragile to withstand the enormous stresses and
103. Our attention has been drawn to the worsening strains of moving from crisis to reconstruction and
terms of trade for the African countries, which development." [A/39/594, para. 207.]
declined by more than 50 per cent between 1977 and 109. Mr. DIALLO (Guinea) (interpretation from
1981. It has been calculated that .the ann.ual l~ss <?f .French): For tw~ days now a number of people have
external resources because of thIS deterIOratIon IS spoken from thIS platform to deal with the burning
equivalent to their total aid receipts. Naturally, the issue of the hour: the critical economic situation in
insufficient export earnings have added to their Africa. My delegation shares all the concerns ex-
difficulties, particularly in servicing their debt. Even pressed here about the situation which prevails in our
worse, their debt-servicing ratio is likely to increase continent. Nevertheless, we believe that we cannot
d;amatically. The debt service obligation of the sub- over-emphasize the difficulty of the deadlock in
Saharan countries was projected to increase by 60 per which the African economy finds itself and the
cent in 1983. seriousness of its implications for our countries.
104. In a situation- as serious as this, the net 110. Africa is going through a profound economic
disbursement of official development assistance for and social crisis characterized by prolonged drought,
sub-Saharan Africa experienced a d~cline in 1982. I accelerated desertification and an international eco-
may also add here that the largest concentration of nomic environment which is unfavourable in every
the least developed countries-26 of them-are in respect. The sharp drop in commodity export earn-
Africa. Their extremely vulnerable economies do not ings, the considerable increase in the external debt,
need further elaboration here. high interest rates, the growth in protectionism and
105. The environmental degradation has had par- the dro.p !n official developme!1t aid-all these
ticularly serious consequences for the African coun- facto~s Indlc~te that ~e J!lust. bnng concerted and
tries in loss of agricultural soils, destruction of sustamed actIon to thIS SItuatIon.
vegetation cover, desertification of pasture lands and Ill. The seriousness of the situation requires that
depletion of groundwater. The dimension of the action by the international community simultaneous-
problem can be imagined from the fact that advanc- ly deal with emergency assistance, the rehabilitation
ing desertification in Africa has been claiming about of agriculture and industry, and, particularly, the
2 million hectares every year, particularly in view of guarantee of increased financing by respecting the
the delicate ecosystem that exists in Africa. Added to commitments undertaken under official develop-
this is the difficult problem of population growth ment assistance. It is necessary also to increase
faced by most of the African countries. The disaster export earnings by action aimed at stabilizing com-
that this situation bodes for the future can only be modity prices at remunerative levels and by remov-
imagined. Perhaps the urgency for restoring a balance ing protectionist lneasures, as well as by adopting
between development, resources, environment and measures to cancel or at least considerably to allevi-
population is nowhere more acute than in Africa ate the external debt of African countries.
today. 112. To meet the challenge of development and to
106. All this illustrates that the solution for the cope with the present critical situation, my delega-
African problem cannot be achieved overnight mere- tion believes that in.tegrated national policies and
ly by emergency relief assistance. It will require measures, as defined In the Lagos Plan of Action and
painstaking efforts both by the affected countries in t~e Special ~emora~dum addressed to the Eco-
themselves and by the international community. We nomIC and SOCIal CouncIl by the ECA Conference of
would like to emphasize that it will have to encom- Ministers, provide a framework which is well adapt-
pass adequate measures to meet the short-, medium- ~d to n~tional endeavours and to the support of the
and long-term requirements. The relief assistance, mternatlonal community.
essential as it is, must not overshadow the develop- 113. It is imperative to boost the agricultural sector
ment requirements of these countries. The Secretary- in accordance with the priority attached to it in the
<!ener¥'s report ~rovides a comprehensive perspec- Lagos Pl~n of Action, particularly to promote food
tIve of such requIrements. self-suffiCIency, a better balance between agricultural
107. We are heartened to note the growing con- ~xJ?Ort~ and food producti~n, ~he. carryin~ out of
sciousness of the international community, as reflect- Imgatlon pro~ects and. the dlverslfymg of agncultural
ed in our debate, on the subject of the long-term systems, partIcularly m drought-prone areas.
perspective for the solution of economic problems in 114. Also, the technical and financial resources to
Africa. A new Lome Convention is expected to be promote the recovery and the development of Afri-
signed by December. The World Bank-IMF Develop- can industry become essential, since the slow pace of
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the Industrial Development Decade for Africa is still stances, the inclusion of.this item in the agenda of the
persisting. thirty-ninth session gives formal proof that the
115. The Harare Declaration on the food crisis in international community has definitively recognized
Africa, adopted in July 1984 by the Thirteenth FAO the urgency and seriousness of the economic crisis in
Regional Conference for Africa, the initiatives of the Mrica. My delegation regards it as a duty to take part
Secretary-General and the Director-General of the in this debate to reiterate the solidarity of the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Spanish Government with the African countries at
Nations with respect to the food crisis in Africa and one of the most difficult times in their recent history.
the development assistance which has been generous- 122. The General Assembly's examination of the
ly granted by some donor countries are all elements economic situation in Africa may lead to a correct
which can help us to lay the foundation for prosperity diagnosis of the crisis and the choice of the most
and self-sufficiency in Africa, particularly in order to appropriate economic and social policy measures to
achieve food security in our continent. combat it. Nevertheless, we understand that the main
116. Although assistance to countries affiicted by a objective of the debate should be to contribute to
food shortage has undoubtedly mitigated the suffer- increasing the awareness of world public opinion of
ing of the populations affected, it has not at the same the particular seriousness of the situation in Africa
time protected these countries from other, more and to generate the political will of States to remedy
serious shortages. This is why the Government of the the situation. In that task, the Assembly has' the
Republic of Guinea is more than ever convinced that benefit of the important contribution made by the
instead of competing, food and development aid in Secretary-General's report [A/39/594] and note
all economic sectors should rather promote agricul- [A/39/627], the Special Memorandum addressed to
tural and rural development in a co-ordinated way the Economic and Social Council by the ECA
and thus help to create the conditions for genuine Conference of Ministers and the World Bank pro-
food security in Africa. gramme of action for sub-Saharan-Africa. These
117. True aid must take the place of the simple contributions, together with the statements made in
desire to aid. Survival in Africa depends on this. The the debate so far, give a diagnosis of the African crisis
strategies and actions which should provide viable in which my delegation fully shares.
solutions to the African economic crisis require 123. It is clear that the countries of Africa suffer
substantial investment commensurate with the prob- from problems similar to those that affect all the
lems we face. This and this alone is enjoined upon us developing countries-that is, an external debt which
by Africa in its request that we demonstrate active takes almost 25 per cent ofexport earnings to service,
solidarity. We are asked to renew and even to a deterioration in the real terms of trade, owing to a
increase our commitment to eliminate the current drop in real terms in the prices of raw materials, the
crisis once and for all by intensified and concerted mushrooming growth of the population, unemploy-
efforts, so that the imperative need for stability and ment and a persistent stagnation of production.
social peace can be brought about as quickly as 124. To this general picture of the crisis is added a
possible. factor that is specific to the African continent and
118. We are very pleased that at the second session seriously affects it. Since 1970 Africa's agricultural
of 1984, in Geneva, the Economic and Social Council production has been declining gradually, to the point
approved the conclusions and recommendations of at which countries with a great export potential in
the tenth ministerial session of WFC5, held in June this area have become net importers of agricultural
1984, and recommended to the General Assembly for products. Food for the population of the region
consideration. increasingly depends on imports and food aid. This
119. We acknowledge that co-ordinating multilater- situation is the result of a complex series of factors,
al and bilateral assistance is chiefly a responsibility of including national agrarian policies, desertification
the recipient Governments, and in this connection and drought. The combined effect of these factors has
effective co-ordination machinery at the national been to bring the African continent to the brink.
level can play a very important part. This is why it According to statistics provided by various interna-
would be desirable for the various organizations of tional agencies, almost 135 million rural inhabitants
the United Nations system to grant technical assis- are severely affected by desertification and at least
tance to the Governments which request it. 150 million people are suffering from malnutrition.
120. In conclusion, my delegation calls upon the 125. The African countries themselves have recog-
international community very seriously to ponder the nized their primary responsibility for drawing UD and
current situation in Africa, so as to reanimate the implementing adjustment policies commensurate
process of recovery, reconstruction and revitalization with the seriousness of their problems. However, the
of the economies of our States. In order to do this, magnitude of the task calls for supplementary aid
assistance should be devoted to restoring agriculture, from the international community. Only a strategy
improving export earnings, increasing financing based on internal reforms and external co-operation
available on favourable terms and alleviating debt will make it possible to tackle the structural causes of
and debt-service charges. Article 1, paragraph 3 of the crisis and lay the foundations for Africa's eco-
the Charter commits us to this.. nomic development. In this connection, my delega-
121. Mr. DE PINIES (Spain) (interpretation from tion fully supports the body of priority measures for
Spanish): In the past three years the very magnitude internatIOnal action proposed by the Secretary-Gen-
of the international economIC crisis has perhaps eral in his note. These include an increase in net
concealed, at least partially, its particular impact on financial flows to Africa, renegotiations of the exter-
certain regions of the world. It has required the nal debt, improving compensatory financing arrange-
appearance of certain encouraging signs of recovery ments in view of the fall in export earnings and-
for the true economic situation in Africa to be especially at this time-a massive increase in emer-

,I revealed to us in all its tragedy. In these circum- gency aid.
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126. The Spanish Government has not limited !:self which could be used for solving their most critical
to supporting Africa's economic development by economic and social prOblems.
increasing its trade with the continent and its partici- 131. It is hardly necessary to cite more figures to
pation in the African mechanisms for regional devel- illustrate the critical economic situation in Africa.
opment, such as the African Development Bank and What is more important is that behind these figures
the African Development Fund. In recent years Spain are the wretched lives of millions of Africans--of
has been developing an important programme of millions ofAfrican children-and the tragic plight of
scientific and technical co-operation with many a continent which has the economic and social
African countries, and it has taken part in all the potential to ensure the economic and social develop-
international efforts aimed at overcoming the emer- ment of its countries and to resolve its most impor-
gency situations that beset the region. tant economic, social and ecological problems.
127. My delegation is convinced that this debate 132. Quite logically, the question is asked: What are
may constitute the point of departure for a new stage the root causes of the current critical economic
in Africa's relations with the rest of the international situation in Africa? Allow me to quote the report of
community, based on realism and co-operation. As the Secretary-General, which states: "The crisis has a
the Secretary-General pointed out in his last report, it long genesis reaching down to the colonial period."
will now be necessary to move forward from reflec- [8 A/39/594 143]
tion to concrete action. In this united action, Spain is ee , para. .
ready fully to shoulder its responsibilities. 133. Yes, the deep roots of the present critical

situation-and I could not agree more with that-lie
128. Mr. ZLATANOV (Bulgaria): My delegation in the colonial domination and ruthless exploitation
shares the deep concern already expressed by many of the African countries. The attempts to defuse this
of my colleagues about the critical economic situa- crisis by means of palliative, one-sided measures, by
tion in Africa. In a number of United Nations advertising free-market models of economic develop-
documents on the subject, includi~ the latest report ment and by the use of salvaging operations of a
of the Secretary-General [A/39/594J, data and alarm- dubious nature, at the price of political concessions
ing conclusions illustrate the profound socio-eco- to the Western monopolies, are not conducive to a
nomic crisis that has shaken most African countries. radical solution of the complex economic and social
129. The crisis is one of sweeping dimensions. As problems of the African countries.
one aspect of the critical economic situation in the 134. The Lagos Plan of Action, which my country
developing countries, particularly in Africa, it has supports, is a good example of the efforts of the
manifested itself most acutely in the form of food African community to cope with the underdevelop-
shortages, famine and the malnutrition of millions of ment and to make economic headway. It is our view
people, the progressive depletion of livestock, the that the problems of the critical economic situation
desolation of millions of acres of farmland, drought in Africa should be resolved, together with the
and the depletion of water resources. The economic problems with regard to the restructuring of interna-
crisis in Africa has been aggravated in recent years by tional economic relations, on a just and democratic
extremely adverse climatic conditions-the long basis and by the adoption of effective urgent meas-
drought, which had a devastating effect on the ures for the radical solution of the grave economic
development of agriculture in the large majority of and social problems of the African countries. These
African countries, where agriculture is the mainstay problems can be solved only in conditions of peace
of the economy. and security and by ending the arms race unleashed

Mr. Lusaka (Zon'zbia) resumed the Chair. by the aggressive Western circles.
130. We view the critical economic crisis in Africa 135. The People's Republic of Bulgaria has been
as a legacy of the deep-rooted colonial past of the pursuing a consistent policy of solidarity and co-
countries of that continent. The sporadic signs of operation with the African and other developing
economic recovery in some of the developed Western countries, a policy of promoting economic, scientific
States have brought no relief to the economic situa- and technological co-operation and the all-round
tion in the African countries. A concrete manifesta- development of the economies of those countries. It
tion of their deep economic crisis is to be found in is based on the strict observance of the principles of
the declining rates of their gross national output, equality, mutual advantage and non-interference in
which dropped 0.1 per cent in 1983, leadin~ to a internal affairs in inter-State relations. Within the
substantial decline in the per capita income r the scope of its abilities, the People's Republic of Bulga-
population, which has been decreasing by 4.1 per ria has developed relations of active co-operation
cent annually in the 1980s. Because of the unfavoura- with many African countries through the delivery of
ble conditions on the world markets, as well as the complex projects and the organization and delivery
policies of protectionism and the restrictions pursued of modem agro-industrial ventures, which has con-
by the Western capitalist countries, the external debts tributed to solving some of the food problems of
of the African countries by the end of 1983 reached many African countries. In this connection, my
the alarming amount of $150 billion. The service country has accumulated considerable experience in
charges alone on this unbearable external debt take building up a modem and highly efficient socialist
more than a fifth-almost a quarter-of the export agricultural industry. The People's Republic of Bul-
earnings of the African countries, a reality stemming garia has contributed financially and materially and
from the policy of high interest rates of the financial by the supply of qualified specialists in the construc-
markets of the United States and the other Western tion of several industrial enterprises and irrigation
countries. In absolute terms, the servicin~ expenses facilities, in geological exploration and in the training
of the African countries amount to $8 billIon for the of specialists, mostly on fellowships of the Bulgarian
beginning of the 1980s and are expected to reach $16 Government in our secondary and higher education-
billion for the period 1985-1987. These are vital al institutions. We believe that the public sector, with
financial resources of the African countries, part of the increasing rol~ oft:~ PI.::i:::S~ a:::~:~
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the strengthening of control over natural resources, and economic situation in Africa has an unquestion-
could be of assistance in solving many of the able influence on international relations and co-oper-
problems of developlnent in the African countries. ation.
136. In its desire to encourage the development of 140. These facts emphasize the vital duty for the
mutually beneficial economic co-operation, the Peo- entire international community to come to the
pIe's Republic of Bulgaria has introduced a preferen- assistance of Africa and make an effective contribu-
tial tariff system for industrial commodities pro. tion to help it to resolve its current alarming
duced and exported to Bulgaria by the African and problems. This is for all of us both a humanitarian
other developing countries. This preferential regime and a political duty, implicitly laid upon us by the
has cut import duties by 50 per cent or allowed total Charter of the United Nations. The continuous
exemption from duties. The commercial relations deterioration of the economic and social situation in
between the People's Republic of Bulgaria and the Africa is inC:~ed a danger for the stability of our
developing countries have developed dynamically, so planet and is fraught with danger for international
that at the beginning of 1984 the trade amounted to peace and security.
$2.3 billion. A large share of this trade turnover of 141. At present at least 24 African countries out of
my country is with the African countries, which are 50-almost half-are sufferin~ from a serious food
among our most important trading partners. At the shortage and urgently need aId, while 150 million
end of 1983 more than 6,600 Bulgarian specialists in people-one third of the total population of the
a number of developing countries, the majority of African continent-are suffering from malnutrition
them in African countries, were providing assistance and famine. Thousands of men, women and children
on the spot for the development of various branches are dying daily from hunger, thirst and endemic
of their economies, while more than 5,000 young diseases. Hundreds of thousands of head of cattle,
students from the African and other developing which are so essential for agricultural output, have
countries have received university-level education in perished.
my country over the past few years. 142. The breadth and complexity of this calamity
137. The President of the Council of State of the originate in persistently ~nclement climatic condi-
People's Republic of Bulgaria, Todor Zhivkov, per- tions and also in the international economic crisis,
sonally devotes particular attention to the promotion particularly the recent world recession, which have
of economic co-operation with the developing coun- severely affected the African countries, particularly
tries, including the African countries. His many those south of the Sahara.
meetings and discussions with the heads of State and
Government of many of the African countries, both 143. The drought, due to the irregularity, inadequa-
at home and in those countries, have contributed cy and sometimes continued absence of rainfall, has
immensely to the fostering of mutually advantageous ravaged inland savannahs and even the coastal areas
co-operation with them. One concrete manifestation of entire regions of the African continent which up to
of this steadfast policy of co-operation with the now had been spared. Rivers and water-courses have
African countries was the official visit of the Prime dried up. The earth itself is dying. Every year
Minister of my country to Zimbabwe, Angola, the desertification overtakes 6 million hectares and re-
Congo, Mozambique, the United Repubb: of Tanza- duce~~ a further 21 million hectares to zero productiv-
nia and Ethiopia at the beginning of last ;~Iy. As a ity. These disasters have led to mass migrations
result of that visit a new impetus has hee~l given to within a single country or from one country to
the further dynamic development ofour co-operation another. The migration of men, women and children
and solidarity with the African countries, a policy towards the more prosperous areas aggravates ecolog-
which my country will continue to pursue in the ical problems which are already complex.
future. 144. The difficulties due to unfavourable climatic
138. Mr. THIOUNN (Democratic Kampuchea) conditions are further compounded by problems
(interpretation from French): For three days the deriving from the exogenous economic crisis. AI-
General Assembly has been considering one of the though this is a transient phenomenon, the recent
most serious problems faced by the world today, that world recession has had a particularly severe impact
is, the economic and social crisis in Africa, which is a on a number of countries which were already in
result of a combination of factors such as the trouble before that happened. This has led to a
unfavourable climatic conditions, including drought shrinkage in the volume and value of exports from
and desertification, the world economic recession, African countries and a deterioration in the terms of
increasing external debt and the constant deteriora- trade, which gravely hampers their capacity to im-
tion of the terms of trade. This profound and port foodstuffs to supplement their own food produc-
alarming crisis requires decisive and concerted action tion, which is constantly diminishing. In addition,
on the part of the African countries affected and the there is the growing external debt, the servicing of
international community as a whole if millions of which represents approximately 25 per cent of the
human beings who are our brothers and sisters are to export earnings of the African countries.
survive. 145. Undoubtedly, as the Director-General of the
139. We hardly need to demonstrate the impor- Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
tance of the African continent in the world. Political- Nations, has pointed out, we have not yet reached the
ly, we have only to recall that this continent, from bottom of the abyss and the worst may yet be to
which mankind originated, today comprises 50 sov- come.
ereign States-a third of the membership of the 146. As early as 1980 the heads of State and
United Nations. Economically, Africa possesses great Government of the African continent, alive to the
natural wealth, both in mines and in agriculture, both continuous deterioration of the economic and social
exploited and potential, on which the development environment of their countries and its serious conse-
and prosperity of all countries, particularly the quences, adopted the Lagos Plan of Action for the
industrialized countries, largely depend. The political Implementation of the Monrovia Strategy for the
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Economic Development of Africa. Still more recent- tion. It is because of those feelings that my Govern
Iy, during the tenth meeting of the ECA Conference ment has endeavoured, within its very modest means
of Ministers in May 1984, the African r..~linisters and in the difficult situation of war which we are
responsible for economic development and planning experiencing, to participate in the two International
adopted a Special Memorandum in which they Conferences on Assistance to Refugees in Africa and
recognized that what they had to do, first and has made its own humble financial contributions to
foremost, was to find a solution to the crisis, and they attest to its solidarity and fraternal and loyal friend
pledged themselves to redouble their efforts to do so. ship with the African peoples and countries.
Quite obviously, no ,initiati;:e could be taken, and 152. We would like to express here our confidence
ev~n less cou11 succeeq, w.ll.hout the support and that on the basis of our past and present work, and
actIve efforts o~ the Afncan Governments and peo- thanks to the praiseworthy efforts of our co-ordina
pIes themselves. \ . . . tor, Tomohiko Kobayashi of Japan, and also under
147. ~everthele~s~ the Afn9an people~ and. theIr your sldllful guidance, Mr. President, the General
c~untnes are m~!nlY the VIctims of an mhospltab!e Assembly will be able to achieve positive and con
chmate and enVlfonment and also of an economIC crete results which will be a true reflection of the
crisis which they are unable to cope with. profound concerns of the international community,
148. We agree with the Secretary-General, who in partic~lar!y th<?se ~f t~e African cou~trie:s which are
his note has clearly indicated that: suffenng In thIS SItuatIon, a~d that It wIll. ~dopt by

"By their recent acticns, the African countries have cons~ns~s th~ dr~ft de~laratIon on the cntlcal eco
demonstrated their will to overcome their difficul- nomIC SItuatIOn m Afnca.
ties and to prepare a better future for themselves. 153. It is our sincere hope that the noble efforts and
The Lagos Plan of Action already showed their the determination of the African peoples and Gov
determination to take their own fate firmly in ernments individually and collectively to carry out a
hand. But the peoples ofAfrica need us: their trials frontal attack on the critical and alarming situation
are ours too and it is together that we shall in their countries will be bolstered and actively and
overcome them." [See A/39/627, para. 19.] effectively supported by the entire international

149. The time has come to move from words to communit~. This is n<?t a question of al!ruism, but
deeds. In the short term, priority should be given to rather a ':It~l !Ieed dIctated b¥ global mterdepen
the food and medical areas in order to save millions de!Ic~. ThIS IS ~n consonance WIth the .purposes. and
ofour African brothers and sisters, particularly in the pnnclples ~f hie c;harter of the. UnIted NatI0!Is,
countries of sub-Saharan and southern Africa, which whose fortIeth anmvers~ 'Ye wIll .be celebratmg
during 13 consecutive years have been suffering from ~ext year, n.am~ly, to a9hleve mternatIOnal co-opera
a severe drought. Of an amount of 2.9 million tonnes !IOn 1n s9lvmg mternatIonal problems of an econ011?-
requested, the donor countries have already provided IC or SOCIal characte~, and so o~. The <?utc~meof th!s
2.6 million tonnes, but the needs for 1985 are even enormous battle aga.mst a contment-~Ide Ill, w.hlch IS
greater a challenge to mankind as a whole, wIll determme not

. ... only the survival of millions of human beings, our
~ 50. It! the long te.rm It !S essentIal that the brothers and sisters in Africa, but also the dignity of
mtern'!tIonal commumty,. partIcularly the d~veloped all other human beings, our own dignity and peace
countnes whose economIes ;have: recovereo,. should and stability throughout the world.
create a favourable economIC clImate and mcrease
their financial and technical assistance to supplement 154. Mr. AL-MUSFIR (United Arab Emirates)
existing national resources, thus helping the African (interpretation from Arabic): Today we are meeting to
countries to implement the Lagos Plan of Action, examine the critical economic situation in Africa
whose purpose is to develop agricultural production with a view to proposing immediate solutions, and
not only for purposes of export but also, and more then medium- and long-term solutions. But the main
importantly, for food self-sufficiency and to support concern of our brothers in the African continent is to
the process of recovery and reconstruction, particu- cope with the immediate tragedy affiicting some of
larly in the industrial sectors and in the physical and the African countries, a tragedy which is becoming
SOCIal infrastructures. daily more acute, affiicting people, animals and
151. The delegation of Democratic Kampuchea plants. The desert is advancing rapidly over ar~ble
would like to take this opportunity once again to land and human settleII;1ents, a~d drought has stnck
reaffirm the natural sympathy and profound feelings en the people, the emaCIated anImals and the roots of
of friendship and solidarity of its people and the the trees.
Coalition Gove~ment of Democratic Kampuchea 155. It is not possible to examine the economic
vis-a-vis the fraternal peoples and countries of Africa crisis in Africa without going back to the recent past
suffering from the economic crisis and natural calam- in order to identify its root causes. Africa is a densely
ities. As one of the poorest of the developing populated continent endowed with enormous strate
countries and, furthermore, a country which has been gic natural resources and energy sources. Indeed,
the victim of an aggressive and genocidal war- according to recent scientific reports, these resources
which the Assembly is aware of-Democratic Kam- which are still untapped are far greater than those
puchea is fully aware of the tragic situation which has already exploited. But the severity ofcolonialism and
been faced so courageously and tenaciously, and with the selfish cruelty of the colonialists prevented the
such dignity, for two decades now by the peoples and tapping of those resources except to meet their
Governments of Africa. Despite the serious problems immediate need to incre~se profits. The policy of
which threaten the very survival of the nation and colonialism in Mrica was the arbitrary disposal of the
people of Kampuchea, my Government always tries natural resources. When the colonialists departed
to make a positive contribution to the efforts being under the pressure of African national resistance,
made by the African countries and the international they were succeeded by exploitative corporations
community to surmount the present alarming situa- which ~eized and monopolized the wealth of the
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peoples wit~out contributing to the national econom- financing 76 projei;t..; in 39 developing countries, 18
iC constructIon of those States. ofwhich are located in Africa. Our assistance concen-
156. The situation in Asia and Latin America is no trated ~n .the financing of such important projects as
better than that of Africa. A comprehensive look at the buIld!ng of dams, roads, p~wer plants, scho~ls
the States of the third world which suffered in the and .hospltal.s. I need not mentIon th~ States WhIch
past from foreign occupation and are suffering now receIved assIstance fr0f!l my country !n th~ form C?f
from the control exercised by big corporations over long-term loans or out£1ght grants. ThIS assIstance IS
their natural resources and markets shows that tens over and above the bilateral assistance provided by
of thousands are dying from hunger in many of those my.country, and in. view of th~ ~~H.ical situat~o.n in
countries, while millions are victims of chronic :\f£1~a we are st~dYIng the poss.lblhtles of partlclpat-
malnutrition. At the same time, spending in the mg In a caml?a}gn to help Af~Ica. We call up~n ~l
industrialized countries on cosmetics and weight- States to partIcIpate urgently. In s.uch ~ caJ!lpalgn m
reducing equipment is almost half the African debt order to cope wIth the dete£1oratmg situation there.
amounting to $150 billion at the beginning of 1984: 162. Mr. GARCIA-MORENO (Colombia) (inter-
157. The quick response by the industrialized and pretationfrom Spanis~): The tragedy in Africa today
friendly countries to the appeals of the affiicted fully warran~s t!te deCISIon by t~e General Asse~bly
African countries deserves admiration and apprecia- to mclu.de ~n It~ ag~nda t~e Item on the C£1tIcal
tion, provided that this response in offering food and economic situatIOn m Af£1ca. The note by' the
other means of subsistence is not intended to impose Secretary-~eneral .[A/39/627] and the report pre-
political conditions on the needy countries whose pared by hIS. Spe~tal Representative [see A/39/594]
citizens are hanging in the balance between iife and analyse the sItuation clearly and competently. Tikey,
death. as well as those who took part in the preparation of
158. The best solution to the economic crisis in those documents, deserve the gratitude of the Gener-
Africa in the short run is for the countries which are al Assembly.
in a position to do so to earmark food stocks and 163. The.peoples or.Afri~a are.goin~ through one of
fodder for a period of no less than three years. This !he most difficult pe£1ods In theIr SOCIal and econom-
should be followed by a medium-term plan based on le development.. J:he structural.prob!ems they endure
an effective contribution by the industrialized coun- have no~ be~~ JOined by tht: dlstort}Ons .of the world
tries to help African States, by removing protection- ecor.. \ml~ .c£1sls,. thu~ creatmg a sltu~tIOn of g.reat
ism, lowering interest rates ana controlling the vul!1erablhty whlc~ duectly affects theIr p~pulatIOns
inflation exported to developing States. As to the ano endangers theIr prospects of economIC growth
long-term solution, in our view this lies in curbing and long-term development.
the arms race and designating funds thus released 164. This emergency situation is the result of
especially for the afflicted countries to help them in persistent drought in many countries most recently
the field of development. in the eastern subregion. Critical aspe~ts of the crisis
159. The following statistics show the importance are. curr~nt or imminent sh0r:tag~s in food a~d wa~er,
of that approach. f"he lowest rates of military expen- se£1ous hvestock losses, massive Imports. ofald which
dlture amounted In one year to $19,300 per soldier, rep~esent a he~vy burden, the gr~wmg £1sk of malnu-
whereas expenditure on public education amounted t£1tlOn and disease and the dIsplacement of the
to only $380 per school. For every 100,000 persons d!ought-stricken populations: The challenge these
there are 556 armed soldiers, but only 85 physicians. CIrcumstances pose .IS the maIn ~eas~n that we have
Forty-five dollars out of each individual's income in come t~getper In thIS debate,. WhICh IS also an appeal
the industrialized countries are spent on military for sohdanty and co-operation among peoples.
research, while only 11 cents are spent on medical 165. Hunger, it has been said, has no ideologies or
research. political colour. The international community cannot
160. In brief, the tragic situation in the African remaEn in~ifferent to the slo~. and painful demise of
continent cannot be treated in isolation from the ~uma~ bt:mgs froJ!l malnut£1tIOn. We must all ffi!lve
present international economic order. This situation In sohda£1ty on.thIS march. It wo~ld be truly terrIble
is a natural consequence of that order, for that order not to act knOWIng that so many hves could be saved.
has failed and proved that it is unable to respond to 166. The Secretary-Ge~eral, indePendently of the
the requirements of the age. Any attempt to maintain specific problems of each country has set out a
or perpetuate this order will lead the world economy certain number of general priorities ~n which world-
to certain catastrophe. The recurrent economic crisis, wide concerted action would have immediately deci-
inflation, unemployment, the galloping prices of sive importance: an increase in net financial flows to
finished goods, the wide.ning g~p be~ween ~he North :\-frica, t~e extern~l deb!, commodity export earn-
and the. South an~ the mcreasmg difficulties of the mgs, .an .mcrease }n ag£1cultural production and a
developmg countnes are but the natural consequence massive mcrease In emergency aid. The measures
of prevailing international economic relations. Any proposed to develop these areas must have the
att~ml?t.to tackle the econ~mic situation. at the level support of the international community.
of mdlvld~al Stat~s and wlthou~ addre~sIng t~e very 167. This is a reality which truly involves all the
nature of mte~at!onal economIC relatIOns Will faI.L developing world. The problems are fundamentally
The best. solution IS t~ replace. the current e~onomlc the same. However, as we have stated repeatedly
order With the new mternatIOnal economic order these problems are inescapable. They frequently have
proposed to th.e General Ass~mblY... a growi~g effect and their imp~cts are increasingly
161. The UnIted Arab Emirates belIeves In co- devastatmg. I refer to the detenoration in the terms
~peration among developing countries. Mn all si~cer- of trade, non-remunerative commodity prices pro-
Ity and .good faith. we play our role in t~e group of t~ctionistbarriers, chr~nic balance-of-payment~ defi-
developmg countnes. As to 'the geographIc covera~e CltS, low levels of mdustrial development food
of our assistance~ my COUIltry has participateo "'l scarcity, a wider technological gap and for'many,
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large imports of energy resources. These are the
components of the great tragedy which is also a
tragedy for our peoples. To these components we can
add the overwhelming burden of a debt which in
many cases is impossible to repay in the current
conditions, an indebtedness which depletes and
absorbs resources which are essential for develop
ment, thus bringing to a halt the efforts of many
years.
168. We should here emphasize the warning by the
Secretary-General in referring to the possibility of
increasing net £lnancial flows to Africa:

"In this context, let me indicate my concern that
the countries of Africa should not be held hostage
to a debate among donor countries on how their
respective contributions to the multilateral institu
tions are to be determined." [See A/39/627, para.
7.]

To this we add that an important component of aid is
non-discrimination. Aid tied to a specific form of
conduct hampers and upsets international relations.
169. In the case ofAfrica the crisis is a grave one in
which the emergency situation has been brought
about by persistent drought in various African subre
gions, giving rise to alarming factors and endless
needs in terms of food, agriculture, water, transport,
storage and distribution, health, nutrition, energy
and the environment.
170. The behaviour of the economic indicators
could not be more discouraging. The gross national
product of developing Africa declined by 0.1 per cent
in 1983, and a marginal growth of only 1.8 per cent
has been projected for 1984. As a result, per capita
income has continued to fall since 1980, at an
average annual rate of 4.1 per cent. In 1983 exports
fell to their lowest annual rate since 1974. The
external debt in 1983 rose to $150 billion, of which
$120 billion were disbursed in service charges which
amounted to 22.4 per cent of total export earnings.
171. Other factors at play are the deterioration in
the terms of trade, an increase in interest rates and a
reduction in real terms of concessionary financing.
172. The countries of southern Africa will have to
import half of the cereals they will need in the year
2000 if population and production trends are con
firmed. In the last 10 years, the per capita production
of food declined by more than 10 per cent, and the
average dietary energy provided merely maintained a
level between 6 and 7 per cent below nutritional
1 juirements. The volume of food imports has more
than doubled and their cost has increased five fold.
The resulting spectre of hunger is alarming.
173. The Director-General of the Food and Agricul
ture Organization of the United Nations, in view of
the number of countries affected by natural or
human disasters or which have experienced serious
food shortages, alerted the international community
in April 1983 to the need to contribute to emergency
and rehabilitation operations, saying, "Africa is
currently facing a series of problems which prevent
progress towards unity, stability and a better stan
dard of living for the majority of Africans."
174. In recent weeks, the mass media, including
television, have provided people in many countries
with images of despair, painting a shocking picture of
the poverty and hunger in several countries of Africa,
especially in Ethiopia. The conscience of the rich
countries, as is usually the case in such situations, has
been jolted by the tragedy of the countless men,

women and children being subjected to sub-human
conditions. Their suffering has obviously evoked a
feeling of solidarity rooted in human brotherhood
and particularly in the common desires and destiny
of mankind. The most privileged feel that they have
an obligation of solidarity to assist the destitute and
the weak.
175. That is the appeal today, an appeal to concrete
and determined action to help Africa overcome its
emergency.
176. Colombia has offered its fullest assistance and
co-operation-both bilaterally, with the nations with
which it has diplomatic relations, and through the
various agencies of the international system.. Indeed
we are united in the view that the concept of co
operation requires that every country study, under
stand and help to resolve the problems which create
for others situations of poverty, backwardness, injus
tice and instability.
177. We believe that in the case of Africa it is not a
matter of finding the providential oasis where one
may temporarily quench one's thirst. We have the
necessary potential to guide that important and great
continent towards food self-sufficiency and well
balanced development.
178. Africa, however, will continue to suffer until
far-reaching changes are made-changes offering
lasting solutions to its structural problems. To this
end, local efforts IDUSt be backed by external assist
ance. Africa must seek long-term solutions to save
future generations from such frightful suffering. The
areas of action have been well defined in the Lagos
Plan of Action. What is needed now is an effective
mobilization of bilateral and multilateral assistan.~e

in the critical areas of technical and human develop
ment.
179. We agree that it is time to move forward from
reflection to action. Africa does not stand alone in its
tragedy or in this period of transition. In this context,
we consider it necessary to ado""'t a realistic and clear
declaration which points the ~y to "e followed so
that Africa will rise from its misfortune. Everyone, all
the children ofAfrica, are today reaching out dramat
ically to those who live in plenty.
180. Mr. AZZAROUK (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya)
(interpretation from Arabic): The critical economic
situation in Africa deserves the greatest possible
attention by the international community. We must
consider the various dimensions that shaped the
basic elements of this issue; to deal with it superfi
cially, without delving into its underlying causes,
would prevent us from devising the necessary effec
tive measures.
181. The whole sodo-economic situation in Africa
has reached a high degree of complexity with the
interweaving of a series of natural, external and
internal disasters, and their $rave repercussions have
led to a frightening increase In the collective mortali
ty rate, starvation, disease and backwardness. This in
turn has added to the burdensome legacy of colonial
ism and exploitation borne by national Govern
ments.
182. Documents and reports submitted by interna
tional organizations, as well as the statements of
various speakers, indicate that the international
conscience has begun to be alert to the seriousness of
this problem and has put forward some thoughts and
ideas for its sulution. There is a general consensus on
the need for international efforts to limit the severe
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effects ofnatural factors. Reference has been made to agents to care for and protect the imperialist mono-
the responsibility of the international community to polies. Everyone is aware that the presence of such
support the plans and programmes of the African ~ggressive entities places extra burdens on, in partic-
Governments for food security and to lighten the ular, the front-line States, which are obliged to
accumulated external debt burden. Also necessary is channel their limited resources to national defence,
a general commitment of assistance in carrying out at very high cost.
infrastructure projects. The delegation of the Jamahi- 188. The second element is the attempts to divide
riya believes that these options give us some hope the OAU and to encourage local disputes. That is

". that the international community will grasp the another plot designed to distract the attention of
responsibility it bears for the injustice and the African peoples from their essential problems and to
plundering of resources of which the peoples of squander their resources on marginal squabbles.
Africa have been the victims. 189. The third element is the attempts to exploit
183. The international contribution cannot in any the present economic crisis in order to impose
way replace African efforts. Everything shows that defeatist solutions and projects which serve the aims
the Governments of the African continent are aware of imperialism, requiring recognition of the Zionist
of the dimensions of their responsibilities. The and racist entities.
development programmes and plans of many African 190. The fourth element is the establishment of a
countries give rise to admiration and appreciation. link between assistance and concessions on certain
Africa is fully aware of its problem, and economic political, economic and social options. That has been
plans approved in the Organization of African Unity quite rightly rejected by the African Governments
[OA U] framework indicate the firm will of the and peoples.
African States to face that problem by relying first 191. Those are all essential elements which underlie
and foremost on their own efforts and potential, and the present African crisis and which should be borne
then on international assistance. Nevertheless, dis- in mind by the international community in the quest
turbing international circumstances have left very for solutions to all aspects of the present crisis.
little room for manoeuvre, because there has been a
reduction in the prices for commodities, which are 192. When we refer to the question before us today,
the main export products of those countries, Vlhile we speak as an Mrican State which, before the
their agricultural products have not been allowed on September revolution was unleashed, also suffered
the international markets because of protectionist from famine, disease and underdevelopment. Indeed,
measures. Moreover, the African States' need to the 1969 revolution had to cope with underdevelop-
finance infrastructure projects and food security has ment, to break the chains of political and economic
forced them to accept loans on unfavourable terms. subjugation and to liberate the country from foreign
So-called foreign investment in marginal areas has military bases. In its struggle to achieve its legitimate
never had any aim other than quick profits and the objectives, the Libyan people has had to confront
smuggling of African savings in hard currency. plots and pressure, such as economic blockades and

campaigns designed to deprive it of modem technol-
184. Those are the external circumstances facing ogy and the t~aching and training provided in
the development projects in Africa. Those projects modem institutes and universities. All this has been
cannot be put into effect without international co- aimed at frightening us and distracting our people's
operation and underStanding. attention in order to prevent us from using our full
185. Africa, which in the past contributed and still potential for the progress of the country. Such
does contribute to the very creation of modem attempts reached their apogee in the armed military
civilization, has the right to expect the entire world, aggression in our territorial waters in the Gulf of
especially the advanced States, to come to its assis- Sidra.
tance in order that it may cope with this dual 193. This proves once again that there are tremen-
challenge of survival and development. We do not dous dangers entailed in the implementation of
believe it is proper for the donor countries to act in a economic and social development plans, no matter
way that detracts from the dignity of Africa, as what African State is involved, and it proves also that
though it were simply an act of charity that were there is still injustice in international relations,
involved. Indeed, that would be to deny Africa's although there are still some who would defend this.
inalienable right to its own resources, which were 194. The Jamahiriya attaches great importance to
plundered during the era of exploitation and depen- co-operation with African States, because we are an
dency, and would free the donor countries from African State and we believe that regional and
responsibility for the backward economic and social international co-operation is necessary. Despite our
situation inherited at the time of independence. very limited economic potential and despite the
186. The solution of the African economic and pressures exerted on us, esp.ecially with regard to oil,
social crisis is largely a question of justice, of we have performed our duty and given assistance for
sovereignty, of brotherhood, of solidarity among African economic development.
peoples. Effective solutions to the problem cannot be 195. To do so, the Jamahiriya has signed a large
found if it is regarded merely as the result of natural number of bilateral agreements with most African
disasters. It must be viewed against the backdrop of States, agreements encompassing all fields of co-
the essential reasons for it. Present· fnternational operation, including loans on favourable terms, cred-
economic relations, despite their frightening impact its and gifts, and we have also participated in the
on the African continent, are not alone respopsible implementation of a large number of projects in the
for the situation. Indeed, a number ofother elements, spheres of training, education, health and transport.
no less dangerous, exist. They can be summarized as Moreover, we have provided scholarships to more
follows. than 7,000 African students. In support of the
187. The first is the implantation and militarization campaigns against endemic disease and the conse-
of racist and expansionist entities which serve as quences of natural disasters, the Jamahiriya has
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provided assistance in cash and in kind to a very Sahelian Office to help them prepare their pro-
large number of African States. grammes, mobilize the ne'cessary funds for their
196. We have pioneering experience in common realization an~ ~nsure !heir imple~entation.Simila~-
action to ensure African food security and to give ly, several posItIve actIOns, both bIlateral and multI-
employment to hundreds of unemployed persons by lateral, were J?eede~ to supplement the national
the establishment of joint companies in the spheres effo~s made .In thIS respect. Those efforts dealt
of agriculture, marine fishing, metallurgy and ship- partIcularly wIth t~e control of sur~ace and ground
ping. Thus, joint Libyan-African companies have wate~s, the p.rotect~on of the vegetatIon cove.r, refor-
been established in 26 African States, with Libya estatIo~ proJects, ImQroved fuel consumptIon,. the
providing more than $800 million. combatmg .of. brush fIres, tht: search for SubstItute
197. In regard to multilateral aid, we are providing energ¥ to hmlt the consumptIOn of wood, !h~ con-
assistance in banking and development funds as well structIon of secondary roads and the trammg of
as in the fields of intra-African and inter-Arab co- human resources.
operation. We participate in all activities of the 204. At this stage, I.am particula~ly please~ to ~l
League of Arab States and the OAU, as well as in the thank the Sudano-Sahehan Office.for Its appreCIable Cl
co-ordination between the Strategy for Joint Arab support and to pay a deserved tnbute t<? ~he Secre- n,
Economic Development6 and the Lagos Plan of tary-General, who was good e.no~gh to VIS!t some of
Action. As for the United Nations, we provide the CI~SS St~tes at the begmnmg of thI~ year to ~
constant assistance, within the bounds of our possi- ascertaIn.for hlm.selfthe extent ~fthe calaIJ?Ity and to g(
bilities as a developing African State, to the special- alert t~e InternatIonal commumty to the phght ofour at
ized agencies and international bodies dealing with countnes. OJ
the improvement of the economic and social situa- 205. In spite of everything that has been said and 2
tion on the African continent. done during 10 years of fierce struggle, we regret to
198 The critical economic situation in Africa is a note that the Sahel has shown a record food deficit of tt
maj~r challenge which requires immediate action 1.6 m!llion tons of grain durin& the .1983-1984 te
taking into account the various dimensions of the campaIgn. The 1~84-1985 campaIgn wIll probably [r.
problem and clearly realizing the responsibilities of be even more trymg. ~j
all concerned to put an end to the injustice which has 206. We greatly appreciate the demonstration of pI
been visited upon the people of Africa, who expect solidarity by the international community, particu- re
justice rather than pity. larly that of the various contributors of funds. Given m
199. Mr. MOUNKEILA (Niger) (interpretation the gravity of such a si!uation, yte can do no better 10
from French): Speaking today on behalf of all mem- than repeat the declaratIon of Nlamey, of ~ 1 January 1
bers of the Permanent Inter-State Committee on 1984, of the heads of State of CILSS, speCIfically the ~a
Drought Control in the Sahel [CILSSj, I wish to appeal that w
convey to you, Sir, the warm congratulations of "all countries and organizations sensitive to the re
President Seyni Kountche and all his colleagues and difficulties of the Sahel should give greater atten- b~
heads of State, several of whom have themselves tion to the critical plight of our countries and 2 ]
congratulated you on your election to the post of support our efforts to develop a new kind of co-
President of the thirty-ninth session of the General operation in the form of a Sahel fund, the sole G
Assembly-a testimonial to your hard work, toler- means of guaranteeing us secure and foreseeable ac
ance and wisdom. resources, without which the development plan- su
200. We also wish to thank Jorge Illueca for having ning of our economies will remain a perilous m
directed the work of the thirty-eighth session of the exercise and the present will be without a future". 21
General Assembly with such competence and bril- 207. Ifwe have spoken at great length about CILSS, it~
liance. it is because desertification and-drought in particular, ar
201. The member countries of CILSS extend their and the international environment in general, are the cc
support and encouragement to Tomohiko Kobayashi ~eep-r~oted causes of the critical economic situation Tl
for success in the discharge of his co-ordinating role m Afnca. as
in the informal consultations on the economic situa- 208. Following the example of CILSS, the Southern so
tion in Africa. African Development Co-ordination Conference and be
202. In 1974, prompted by this ~conomic crisis and !he establishment by six East African countries of an M
concerned by its first manifestations, in particular by mterg~vern.meI?-tal body to c~mbat drou~ht and
one of its most destructive causes, the drought in the ~esertlficatI~n Illustrate the perSIstence of thIS cal~m- p~
Sahel six Sahelian States-Burkina Faso Mali Ity and denve from the concern of the Afncan co
Mauritania, Niger, Senegal and Chad-whos~econo: cou~tries in~olved to. mer&e their. efforts and ~o- co
mies had just been severely tested by the disastrous ordm~te theIr strategle.s WIth a VIew to ensunng fu
repercussions of the drought of 1968 to 1976, effectIve, concerted actIon.
decided to establish CILSS. Later its membership 209. While CILSS is pleased with these initiatives, 21
was expanded by the addition of Gambia in 1975 it wishes to see the development of South-South co- be
and Cape Verde in 1977. There is no need to recall operation with these bodies and the strengthening of Al
that that organization is evidence of the political will its co-operation with the Magreb, as was outlined at ha
of the leaders of the States concerned to deal with the Ministerial Conference at Dakar7 in July 1984. In ex
this calamity and to strengthen their co-operation in such South-South co-operation the United Nations in
all fields. Sudano-SaheIian Office could play an important pI
203. Faced with the disastrous effects of the liaison role. 21
drought and desertification, the States of CILSS 210. Nevertheless, we cannot overlook the fact that AJ
could not attain their noble objective alone. Accord- the Sahel is the pitiful symbol of underdevelopment, ec,
ingly, they were very grateful for the General Assem- synonymous with countries subject to strong demo- ~"'","',=:su
bly's establishment of the United Nations Sudano- graphic pressures and to weak agricultural develop- ,i ,
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ment. The Sahel covers a large part of the African Africa's prospects for development but the very
continent and is prey to all manner of difficulties. survival of its peoples:
211. The Assembly will agree with me that the 218. The prolonged drought that swept across the
solutions to these problems call for considerable Sahelian countries a decade: ago has now spread to
financial and technical resources. To be sure, much two thirds of the countries of the continent. The
effort has already been made in this field, but as we unprecedented famine that some 150 million people
were told by the Director of the Sudano-Sahelian are suffering from at present in Africa is due, in large
Office, these general resources that have been granted measure, to the ever-expanding encroachment of the
resemble the skeletons that one meets in the areas desert, which every year claims millions of hectares
struck by drought and desertification; hence, the of agricultural land. Indeed, desertification has be-
urgency to have at hand and to mobilize the political come one of the most frightening natural phenomena
will which has been affirmed on so many occasions in confronting the world today. According to a recent
our various resolutions. report by UNEP, since the United Nations Confer-
212. Mr. MORENO SALCEDO (Philippines): A ence on Desertification held at Nairobi in 1977, each
crisis that may well translate itself into a disaster of year the world has irretrievably lost 6 million hec-
cataclysmic proportion is staring us in the face. It is tares of land, which is written off as desert wastes,
not a crisis that developed overnight. For many years while another 21 million hectares is useless land, that
we have been aware of the potential dangers that now is, land reduced to zero or negative net economic
confront Africa. At this stage, there is no point in productivity each year. This development and its
going over the reasons or the causes that brought catastrophic effects have had a direct bearing on the
about the present crisis. We are fully cognizant of all agriculture and food situation of the continent. In a
of them. This is really no time for hindsight. single decade food imports have more than tripled.
213. It is for this reason that we wish to commend 219. As States Members of the Organization are
the Secretary-General for his clear-sighted approach well aware, my country, Ethiopia, is one of those
to the problem. I refer particularly to his note African States that has been severely affected by
[A/39/627], wherein he suggests, inter alia, action to drought and desertification. The drought we are
be taken by the United Nations to avert a potentially experiencing in Ethiopia this year is the most serious
disastrous situation. Specifically, he suggests, in in memory: 6.7 milliOl: people, 47 per cent of whom
paragraph 12, "a clearer sense of focus involving a are children under the age of 14, are suffering from
reordering of existing priorities and a clearer com- starvation and malnutrition. Precipitation during the
mitment to action". We could not think of a more main rainy season has decreased by 60 per cent and
logical and practical approach to the situation. The in some places by as much as 100 per cent. The
objective, as the Secretary-General points out in the harvest for the current year is estimated to be smaller
same paragraph, "would be to provide assistance that by 20 to 30 per cent. Besides exacerbating the already
would produce immediate results and would not only tenuous food situation, the drought has caused the
relieve short-term constraints but also provide the decimation of livestock and other valuable resources,
basis for long-term action". such as wild game and birds, thus affecting negatively

the entire ecological system of the country.
214. Of the three broad areas where the Secretary-
General suggests the United Nations can intensify 220. The Ethiopian Government has done and is
action, I would like to single out the first-that is, committed to continue to do its utmost to shoulder
support for national programmes for the develop- its responsibility. So far, the Ethiopian Government
ment of human resources. has, with the meagre resources at its disposal,

purchased 60,000 metric tons of grain in domestic
215. For many years now my Government, within markets for distribution to the drought victims. It has
its limited resources, has been contributing modest made an additional appropriation for a further
amounts to some of the least developed African purchase of 100,000 metric tons of grain from the
countries seriously affected by the present crisis. international market. Furthermore, the Government
These contributions were specifically intended to has spent millions of dollars for port handling and
assist their national programmes for human re- inland transportation for incoming aid shipment.
sources development. More recently- -since 1980, to The Government has also put a sizeable number of
be precise-my Government, in co-operation with civilian as well as military trucks, aircraft ~md
UNIDO, has been holding training courses in the military personnel at the disposal of the National
Philippines for nationals of developing countries, Relief and Rehabilitation Commission to help the
particularly the least developed among them. These distribution of food and medicine. To respond to the
courses are implemented by the technical assistance urgent and immediate needs of the drought victims,
council of the Philippines. We are happy to note that the Government has established a high-level commit-
many beneficiaries of this programme have come tee composed of six senior cabinet ministers, with
from Africa. full powers to mobilize all our national resources
216. Over the last two days of debate on the item when and where required.
before us the Assembly has spoken with one voice. 221. While it is more than sufficiently preoccupied
Anxiety over the critical economic situation in Africa with the emergency situation and the immediate task
has been very evident. Equally evident have been the of providing relief, the Ethiopian Government has
expressions of willingness to participate in concerted not been oblivious of the' imperative need for long-
international action to avert disaster. The Philip- term measures. It is in the process of launching a
pines is privileged to be part of this collective voice. nation-wide campaign which will focus primarily on
217. Mr. DINKA (Ethiopia): For several years water management and water conservation, resettle-
Africa has been experiencing a deep and profound ment and the utilization of simple but modem
economic and social crisis, which has recently as- agricultural technology. This venture, the main ob-
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by the highest political body in the the exhaustive report of the Secretary-General
[A/39/594] , who rightly concludes, "It will now be
necessary to move forward from reflection to con
crete action."
228. However, taking advantage of this opportunity
and in the hope of contributing to the debate, which
has already proved very worthwhile, I should like to
make two observations.
229. First, we might take a short-term approach to
those critical areas that are stricken by drought and
desertification. We note that operations and projects
designed to go beyond emergency aid and immediate
food needs and to extend cultivated zones by means
of development, the renovation of irrigation systems
and the provision of tools for farmers have been
provided at a cost often deemed to be too high. For
example, it has been noted that drilling a well costs 5
million CFA francs, or nearly $10,000. The explana
tion is that the planning and, in large measure, the
carrying out of these projects are the work of experts
and technicians who are not Mricans and who are
remunerated in a way with which everyone is famil
iar, and that the equipment used is acquired in
market conditions-that is, at profitable prices,
especially in an emergency situation.
230. That is why it is important that the aid given
in the struggle against drought and desertification
should not be encumbered by surcharges that render
it inadequate and even meagre. It is important in this
regard that the donors as well as the beneficiaries try
to ensure that the best possible use is made of
whatever assistance is given.
231. Secondly, with regard to the long term, we
believe that the causes of the crisis so ably analysed
in the Secretary-General's report under the heading
"Main sectoral policy issues" [ibid., para. 143-171]
will be perceived in a fragmentary manner if they are
not placed in the context of the international co
operation of the past two decades.
232. It is not by chance or the exclusive choice of
the Mrican countries, or that of the developing
countries in general, that food production has often
been neglected or insufficiently developed, so that
agricultural and industrial production mainly geared
towards exports could be emphasized. Most develop
ment aid, both pubHc and private, and the larger part
of foreign investments tend to promote this type of
production, which satisfies the industrial needs of
developed countries for raw materials and semi
finished commodities.
233. Of course, Mrica, like all the countries of the
South, has benefited from this assistance in terms of
economic development as well as socially and cultur
ally. There has even been talk of a "miracle" in some
countries.
234. However, this approach to post-war interna
tional co-operation soon showed its limits. The
recession that hit the developed countries, which in
fact they helped bring ::.bout, has had serious conse
quences for the economies of the developing coun
tries, particularly the African countries. Everyone
deplores those consequences, which are often wrong
ly regarded as the result of mistaken policies or an
absence of vision on the part of those countries. In
reality, they are the result of policies that have
outlived their usefulness.
235. In the circumstances the actions that have
been advocated in order to move out of the crisis
situation to the stage of reconstruction and develop-

co-ordinated
country.
222. It is obvious, however, that the dramatic
consequences of the vagaries of nature with which
the people of Ethiopia are confronted today are of
such catastrophic proportions that they cannot be
mitigated by national efforts alone. Cognizant of this
fact, we in Mrica are engaged in creating the
necessary conditions for collective action against the
common adversary. In this connection, I am gratified
to mention that six East African countries-Djibouti,
Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, Sudan and Uganda-have
agreed to establish an intergovernmental body, as
called for in General Assembly resolution 35/90 of 5
December 1980. This has been duly communicated
to the Secretary-General, and we are sure that the
international community will be supportive.
223. African Governments are committed to doing
everything in their power, collectively and singly, to
alleviate the prevailing suffering, to arrest the deadly
march of desertification and to intensify their devel
opmental efforts. It must be clearly stated, however,
that no matter what sacrifices Mrica is ready to make
it cannot cope with the unprecedented situation by
itself. The reason is obvious: the continent's ever
deteriorating foreign exchange earnings simply would
not allow it.
224. According to the ECA report on the economic
and social condition of the continent, the overall
annual growth of the gross domestic product in
Africa fell steeply from an average of 4.6 per cent
between 1973 and 1980 to 1.3 per cent in 1980,
minus 2.7 per cent in 1981, zero in 1982 and 0.1 per
cent in 1983. To put it differently, 15 countries
registered either no growth or negative growth in
1978. The number of States that had undergone this
traumatic experience had risen from 15 to 24 in 1981
and to 27 in 1982.
225. Furthermore, the unfavourable external eco
nomic environment of the last few years-the
collapse of the prices of Mrica's major export
commodities, unfavourable terms of trade, balance
of payments deficits, the decline of official develop
ment assistance and mounting debt burdens-has
adversely affected the well-being, as well as the
prospect for future development, of the peoples of
Mrica.
226. The negative external environment and the
adverse climatic situation have thus reinforced each
other to bring about the present crisis. When it is
seen in this proper perspective, it is not difficult to
conclude that the double challenge of survival and
development with which Africans are faced today is
also a challen~e to the international community as a
whole. It is WIth this realization that Africa is at the
present session once again presenting to tile General
Assembly its well-conceived and well-considered
collective thoughts in a concise declaration. The
debates of the last few days give us reason to hope
that the response of the international community will
be tangible, meaningful and immediate.
227. Mr. SOUDANI (Tunisia) (interpretation from
French): The Tunisian delegation welcomes the
praiseworthy efforts made by various United Nations
bodies and organs. It is to their credit that they have
stubbornly pursued the often arduous task of analys
ing Africa's problems, definin~ their components and
suggesting appropriate remedIes. The Tunisian dele
gation fully supports all the provisions contained in
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ment will, we believe, be fully effective only if they available to some fraternal countries in a number of
are part of a new global approach to international co- agricultural and industrial areas. Joint projects with
operation that replaces an approach that has outlived Arab financing are in the gestation sta~e. Tunisia is
its usefulness. Tunisia for its part believes that such a committed to Afro-Arab co-operation; It is a comer-
new approach to assistance should be based on new stone of our policy for co-operation.
complementary relations between countries, both 241. With companies ofFrance, the Federal Repub-
bilateral and multilateral. lic of Germany and the German Democratic Repub-
236. This complementarity would have two bases. lic, joint projects are being carried out in various
First, there would be a new international division of sectors, such as agricultural equipment, automobiles
labour, sectors of economic activity being divided and handicrafts, on the basis of joint financing and
between countries and groups of countries in accord- joint marketing in Tunisia, in those countries and
ance with the abilities and aptitudes of each. With elsewhere.
the financial and technical support of its partners in 242. Ifwe have referred to Tunisia as an example, if
the developed countries, Mrica has created and we are convinced that there are other countries that
developed crops and industries that have been tested could similarly be referred to, it is to demonstrate
and found viable. If financial flows and increased that the new approach to international co-operation
technological transfers within the framework of com- is neither merely theoretical nor beyond our means.
mon projects and joint ventures were promoted, For most of our countries with interdependent
African countries would be able to purchase products economies and affected by the crisis in varjing
at moderate prices, with less costly labour. The degrees, that approach offers a means of lessening the
developed countries, deciding to give up their present impact of the crisis and moving ahead. However,
subsidies that are costly for their taxpayers, tariff- everything depends on our common will and our
protection measures and other techniques that imagination. There must also be mutual confidence
prejudice international trade and cause increasing based on the most careful possible management of
imbalance in the balance of payments of African our resources and an attitude that fosters understand-
partners, would then engage in activities which are ing and avoids confrontation at all times.
profitable for their economies, especially activities 243. Mr. OSMAN (Somalia): My country, Somalia,
requiring a high level of technological competence one of the least developed African States, is experi-
and financial means. encing to some degree every one of the adverse
237. The second basis of this new complementarity conditions which together make up the Mrican
I advocate would be the development of subregional economic crisis. Therefore my delegation is highly
and inter-subregional co-operation and co-operation gratified to see that the scope and intensity of this
between African countries and countries of other grave crisis is now widely recognized. We are also
regions with which they have traditional bonds of gratified by the evidence of a new resolve by all
geography and history or which have reached a concerned to co-operate in providing immediate
similar stage of development. The mobilization of relief and assistance for the millions threatened by
their natural, financial and technological resources famine and also in providing support for long-term
and of their markets on behalf of joint projects of measures aimed at restoring economic stability and
priority importance would certainly have a beneficial progress on the African continent.
effect on their capacity for development. 244. The Secretary-General has played a central
238. The judicious actions that have been advocat- role in brin~ng the African crisis to the attention of
ed should form part of a comprehensive strategy. the internatIonal community, and we are grateful for
Without such a strategy, perhaps partial results could his continuing efforts to promote lasting solutions.
be obtained, but the crisis would not be eradicated. It We are ~rateful too that the traditional donors have
should be stressed that the crisis affects countries stepped In with customary generosity to help feed the
north and south of the Sahara in varying degrees. hungry and the starving and that the United Nations
239. Tunisia has begun to implement this new agenCIes most directly concerned are mobilizing their
approach. We have begun to explain our views to our resources in order to give special attention to the
partners of the South and the North and to make situation in Mrica.
them more aware of this new approach to co-opera- 245. As I have already indicated, Somalia to a great
tion. We are happy to say that so far our efforts have extent illustrates the Mrican economic crisis in
been successful. microcosm. At the end of the 19705 we were still
240. With the countries of the Maghreb, joint trying to recover from the ravages caused by cyclical
industrial projects have been or are about to be drought when we were hit by the effects of the world
established. With the Arab countries of the Gulf, economic recession. Then, as a result of the struggles
large development banks have been established. The for self-determination in neighbouring areas, we

became host to what was then the largest refugee
mission of these banks is not only to identify and to population in any part of the world and remains to
finance projects in our countries but also to support h' d hi' fi .
forms of co-operation abroad in areas of activity in t IS ay t e argest In A nca.
which Tunisia has acquired recognized experience. 246. Today, some 700,000 refugees are cared for in
For ex&mple, in the chemical industry Tunisia and Somalia in official camps, while perhaps an equal
Kuwait have been working in co-operation with number eke out an existence in the country at large.
Turkey, Romania and the People's Republic ofChina The basic needs of the refugees in camps are supplied
to establish in those countries facilities for the by international assistance, but the presence of both
production of phosphate derivatives from Tunisian groups has placed heavy burdens on our weak
ore, using Tunisian technology in a joint financial economy and fragile infrastructure and caused sen-
venture with Kuwait. In Africa-onr continent, as I ous environmental damage.
would like to remind those who tend to leave out the .~47. Somalia is now once again affected by the
north-Tunisian experts have made their knowledge spread of the catastrophic drought prevalent in many
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parts of the African continent and is receiving a new 253. The widening gap between populations and
wave of refugees from areas even more seriously food supplies and the balance-of-payments problems
affected. Food stocks in our refugee camps are caused by rising food imports underline the need to
dangerously low and rations have had to be cut even give the highest priority to agriculture. In many
below subsistance levels. Developing countries, par- African countries the political will is being found to
ticularly the least developed, cannot sustain pro- make the hard choices involved in attempts to
longed and repeated crises such as these without change the balance between the agricultural and
drifting into desperate straits. other sectors. In this context, we strongly support the
248. While the current drought presents the most FAO proposal that affected countries be given special
dramatic aspect of Africa's economic crisis, our assistance to provide short-term food subsidies while
critical situation has deeper and more complex agricultural products are being priced to give the
origins. Since it is necessary to learn from the past in necessary incentives to farmers.
order to plan effectively for the future, it is pertinent 254. Vigorous efforts are also being made in Africa
to recall that for many years developing countries to provide better economic management. In this, as
have been calling for reform of the international in other areas, there is a pressing need for competent
financial and monetary systems, for better terms of technical assistance to help enable Governments to
trade and stable commodity prices, for open markets institute policy reform.
for their products, for sustained and increased devel- 255. With regard to the external pressures on the
opment assistance and for relief from debts incurred stru;turally weak economies of the African countries,
largely because of external factors beyond their it must be emphasized that without debt relief
control-factors such as the cost of energy, high Mrican Governments cannot support the basic pro-
interest rates and imported inflation. grammes necessary for recovery. Crippling interest
249. Unfortunately, the consensus on a n,:,w and rates absorb any surplus, and Governments cannot
more just international economic order achieved at therefore release the full potential of their human
the seventh special session of the General Assembly resources through education and training. They can-
has largely disintegrated, and hopes for the institu- not develop agricultural technology, raise standards
tion of a North-South dialogue have not been real- of health or protect environments from desertifica-
ized. The global recession has severely affected tion. Certainly debt relief needs to be considered
Africa, with its large share of the world's poorest together with other official assistance when the
countries. If that recession has indeed ended, benefits overall development requirements of individual
have not yet trickled down to the underdeveloped countries are considered.
and economically depressed countries. 256. Another fundamental requirement is for offi-
250. African countries must also face up to their cial development assistance to be restored, at the
own share of responsibility for the current crisis. The very least, to former levels. Unfortunately, official
frequent failure to draw up comprehensive and development assistance has never been as low as it is
integrated national development plans and to make at this time of economic crisis in Africa. This may be
the best use of development resources, and neglect of a function of the state of the world economy, but it
the agricultural sector, have retarded progress in hits the poorest hardest. My delegation particularly
development. welcomes the suggestion of the World Bank that a
251. Today, when famine in Africa is no longer an special assistance facility outside regular donor pro-
abstraction but has a human face which cannot be grammes be established to provide flexibility in
ignored, we have to ask ourselves how the mistakes of donor response. Countries which need additional
the past can be corrected and how Africa can be assistance in effecting reformed development policies
helped-as other areas have been helped-to sur- should benefit greatly from such an arrangement.
mount its present difficulties and be set firmly on the 257. It is clear that Africa stands in need of massive
road to economic recovery. Food aid for the starving assistance to overcome problems which if left un-
is of course an immediate primary need, but more solved could mean the disintegration of the social
fundamental approaches must also be set in motion. and economic fabric of many African societies. We
In many countries, infrastructures must be strength- call for urgent intervention by those States able to
ened, particularly in the area of transportation, so contribute to a rescue effort. It has been reiterated
that relief and related development projects can be that the developed world would show enlightened
effectively carried out. self-interest by the transfer of generous development
252. As we look to the longer term there are aid and technical assistance, by ending protectionism
encouraging signs of progress. In the Lagos Plan of and by a more vigorous promotion of favourable
Action African States have already demonstrated terms oftrade for the developing countries. However,
their firm determination to accept primary responsi- it bears repeating that neither the financial and
bility for their own development. The need to revise commercial interests of the world community nor
economic strategies and formulate development hopes for a more stable world could be served by a
plans with clear objectives and priorities is widely new and more tragic widening of the gap between the
recognized. In this regard the donor community has rich and the poor nati~""... We hope that a new and
concomitant responsibilities. The tendency of donors more co-operative effort by developed and develop-
to fund projects which reflect their own interests ing countries will now be set in motion, and we are
rather than the basic needs of the countries con- convinced that such an effort will be of great benefit
cerned has on occasion been detrimental to the to all concerned, particularly the African countries
development process. It is to be hoped that the which are in real crisis and massive need.
increasing number of round-table consultations will 258. h1r. ABULHASSAN (Kuwait): The concern of
lead to greater realism in development planning and the international community over the critical eco-
greater integration ofbilateral and multilateral assist- nomic situation in Africa is a manifestation of the
ance. common human bondage. The situation affecting the
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life of millions of people in Mrica is a cause of 263. Kuwait is not unaware of the problems beset-
serious concern for all mankind. What is ofparticular ting the ~frican countries. We had long been active
concern is the tragic dimension that the situation has in connection with the relief and development pro-
attained. It has affiicted millions of people with grammes on the ~frican continent. Our commitment
starvation, hunger, malnutrition and displacement. It pre-dates the emergence of the crisis situation. We
has affected all aspects of life, social and political as acted directly on a bilateral basis with recipient
well as economic. The tragedy of the situation has cut countries, or collectively through institutions such as
across borders, affecting whole regions of Africa, the Special Fund of the Organization of Petroleum
including the Sahel and the Horn of Mrica. Exporting Countries, or regionally through establish-

ed institutions such as the Arab Bank for Economic
259. The underlying causes of this dire situation are Development in Africa, or multilaterally through
manifold. They are both natural and man-made, both . l' t . h IF' AD WFP
internal and external. This situation is the result of specIa IS agencIes suc as n. or .
the compounded effect of such factors as low rainfall 264. In addressing the current crisis Kuwait has
and deforestation, such policies as those of depen- established a joint relief commission representing
dence on cash crops and ambitious industrialization, both the public and the private sectors for the
and such circumstances as the overall worsening of primary purpose of co-ordinating relief operations.
the international economic environment as manifest- The commission met late in October and drew up a
ed by high interest rates, an unstable commodity preliminary programme of relief assistance. Supplies
pricing system and a low flow of aid. of food and medicine will be flown out to the affected

areas. Kuwaiti volunteers will be responsible for
260. The situation did not arise overnight; it had distribution to the affiicted population. The relief
been in the making for quite some time. "The crisis", commission has also launched a public appeal for
points out the Secretary-General in his report "has a assistance in cash, food and medicine. A delegation
long genesis reaching down to the colonial period." representing the commission has been entrusted with
[See A/39/594, para. 143.] But what has made this the task of assessing the affected areas on the ground
situation into a focal point is the worsening drought so that the future programmes of the commission can
and desertification in several regions of Africa. This be drawn up.
development and the bleak outlook for improvement 265. I would like to conclude my statement with the
in 1984-1985 owing to poor crop prospects and high assurance that Kuwait will continue to live up to its
import requirements demand careful attention. The commitment to the dual objective of survival and
difficulties are immense but not insurmountable. We development in Africa.
have to address the situation and to redress it 266. Mr. NGONDA (Zambia): Let me begin by
promptly and effectively. paying a tribute to the Secretary-General for the
261. What is required is concerted action from both initiative he took earlier this year to focus intema-
within and outside. The Mrican countries alone tional attention on the critical economic situation in
cannot cope with the situation, and the international sub-Saharan Africa. I also wish to express my delega-
community cannot act in isolation without guidance tion's appreciation of the efforts undertaken by the
by African countries. The resolve of the African Director-General of the Food and Agriculture Orga-
countries themselves is manifested in the Lagos Plan nization of the United Nations in particular, and the
ofAction, adopted in 1980 by the Assembly of Heads heads of international organizations in general, in
of State and Governments of the Organization of responding to the crisis in a relatively positive
African Unity, and in the Special Memorandum on manner.
Africa's Economic and Social Crisis adopted this 267. Those who have addressed the Assembly be-
year by the ECA Conference of Ministers. Their fore me on this agenda item have ably covered the
commitment to reassess their priorities and imple- general causes of and possible solutions for the crisis.
ment internal reforms is attested to. Now, the resolve Apart from that, the Group of African States has
manifested by this Assembly complements that com- already circulated a document that sets out in clear
mitment. The international community is called terms what the problems are on the one hand and
upon to complement it not by mere expression of what kind ofaction is required from the international
political resolve but by action. community on the other. I shall therefore limit my
262. First, the immediate problem of survival remarks mainly to the situation in my own country,

Zambia.should be dealt with. In this area, we believe that co-
ordinated action on relief supplies should take into 268. Although Zambia has experienced long spells
consideration, on the one hand, the problems of of drought during the last three years, its economic
transport, storage and distribution and, on the other problems are in the main a function of cumulative
hand, the related requirements for health, nutrition external forces which began with the unilateral
and livestock. The second aspect of the matter that declaration of independence in the then British
the international community should tackle is that of colony of Rhodesia, now independent Zimbabwe.
structural requirements or the long-term needs of 269. As a land-locked country Zambia's traditional
development. To deal with the first problem in the routes to the sea and beyond had always been
absence of a clear framework of action for the second through Zimbabwe to the ports in Mozambique and
would be a prescription for recurrence ofthe crisis. H South Africa, and through Zaire to the An~olan
is of paramount importance to draw up targets for ports. Following the unilateral declaration of lOde..
development that take into account the needs of and pendence in Rhodesia in 1965 and the intensification
the priorities set by individual countries. Among the of the armed struggle in Angola, the Government of
measures on which the international community can the Republic of zambia had no alternative but to
take action are the stabilization of commodity prices reroute her exports and imports through the East
on remunerative bases, increased concessional fio. African ports ofDar es-Salaam, Mtwara and Momba..
nance and debt reforms. sa. This exercise entailed the acquisition of fleets of
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The meeting rose at 7.20 p.m.

lA/38/493, annex I.
2Lagos Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Monrovia

Strategy for the Economic Development of Africa, adopted by the
Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the Organization
of African Unity at its second extraordinary session, held .:1t Lagos
on 28 and 29 April 1980.

3E11984/110, annex.
4Report of the United Nations Conference on Desertijication,

Nairobi, 29 August-9 September 1977 (A/CONF.74/36), chap. I.
sSee Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-ninth

Session, Supplement No. 19, part one.
6Adopted by the Eleventh Arab Summit Conference, held at

Amman in November 1980.
'Ministerial Conference for a joint policy to combat desertifica

tion in the countries of the Permanent Inter-State Committee on
Drought Control in the Sahel and the Economic Community of
West African States, in the Maghreb countries and in Egypt and
the Sudan, held at Dakar from 18 to 27 July 1984.

road haulage trucks as well as the construction of an 274. Most parts of southern Africa contain good
all-weather road to the Tanzanian border, the con- pastoral lands and many of the people are cattle-
struction of an oil pipeline from Oar es-Salaam in owners. However, in order to sustain the traditional
Tanzania to Ndola in Z~mbia and the construction of herds for beef and milk production, there is need to
a refinery at the terminal. Such projects had not been provide adequate veterinary services such as dipping
budgeted for, and therefore their funding necessi- and vaccination, as well as cross-breeding techniques.
tated forgoing projects in other sectors of the econo- 275. Apart from the natural resources already men-
my including, unavoidably, agriculture. tioned, southern Africa has vast areas of arable lands.
270. Zambia's economic problems in the recent All our Governments are giving priority to the
past have been exacerbated by other external eco- development of agriculture. We do so not only
nomic factors. Chief among these has been the because of the need for self-sufficiency in food
unfavourable terms of trade. The prices of copper, production but because we are convinced that the
our major export commodity and foreign exchange agriculture industry, when fully developed, will en-
earner, have maintained a downward trend for able us to be net food exporters and thus derive some
almost a decade. Like all other developing countries foreign exchange from that source. However, we still
Zambia has little say in the prices of its exports. encounter difficulties in obtaining inputs like st,ed,
Meanwhile, the prices we pay for imports of capital fertilizers, pesticides, farm implements and storage
goods, vital consumer goods and oil have maintained facilities.
an upward trend. 276. While African Governments have long recog-
271. The Government and people of the Republic nized that the primary responsibility for the develop.

ment of their economies rests with them, we need, as
of Zambia are determined to restructure the econo- the Zambian Minister of Foreign Affairs said in his
my in order to meet our basic needs. Zambia, like statenlent in the general debate [11th meeting], the
many other countries in the sub-region, is endowed assistance of the international community to realize
on the whole with a lot of natural resources. There our developmental goal. It is our hope that the
are sufficient arable lands and pastures. There are international community on this occasion will be
forests, rivers and lakes, all ofwhich can be economi- more forthcoming than has hitherto been the case.
cally exploited to feed and shelter our people. What
we lack i~ the main is financial resources and to
some extent skilled human resources to tap our
natural resources.
272. Most of our streams and rivers are not peren
nial and therefore dry up during certain times of the
year. Consequently we are now constructing dams
and weirs across most of the streams and rivers in
order to conserve the waters in catchment areas.
These waters are vital for irrigation purposes and
animal life in the area. In order to combat desertifica
tion we have adopted measures to curb wasteful tree
felling and have set aside tracts of forested land.
Afforestation schemes have also been implemented
in which trees are planted for commercial and
industrial use.
273. Fisheries development is another area on
which we place particular emphasis. Our people,
particularly those who live alongside rivers and lakes,
are encouraged to adopt modem fishing methods and
fish preservation. At the same time concrete efforts
are under way to improve fish distribution and
marketing.
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